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Abstract

A one-dimensional particle-in-cell simulation incorporating Monte Carlo 

collisions (PIC-MCC) has been utilized to investigate a model A r/O 2 dis

charge. This benchmarking study is unique in many respects, but most no

tably in the size of the parameter space it encompasses. In total, data from 

more than fifty self-consistent kinetic simulations, covering a wide range 

of conditions in terms of collisionality, electronegativity, and negative ion 

destruction mechanism, has been compiled. This data conveys a unique 

perspective of the complex charge species dynamics associated with electron 

attaching discharges. Under certain discharge conditions quasi-neutrality 

violating double layer structures are observed. A largely unappreciated neg

ative ion heating mechanism is identified, and negative ion temperatures 

greatly exceeding those of the surrounding gas are observed.

A generic global, or volume-averaged, plasma chemistry model has also 

been developed. We utilize the benchmark simulations to critically evaluate 

the performance of such models over a wide range of parameters. It is found, 

as expected, that the most significant limitation appears to be the oft-used 

assumption of a Maxwellian electron energy distribution. Accounting for 

this deficiency is shown to improve model-simulation efficacy considerably. 

Although many works have been published which endeavor to incorporate 

the effects of self-consistent electronegative plasma segregation into models 

exploring the primary discharge parameters and scaling laws, it is found that 

the conventional global model formulation is quite robust to the occurrence 

of such complex state-variable profiles.
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Nomenclature

This section has been included in order to facilitate reading. Any variables 

which are not listed will be identified upon introduction. In some instances a 

variable may have more than one meaning. The assumed meaning should be 

obvious from the context in which it is used. In a situation where confusion 

may arise the intended meaning will be explicitly stated.
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C h a p t e r

[■V Introduction

Electronegative plasmas have been the subject of much research and debate 

for some time now. Over the past twenty years a myriad of models, theo

ries and observations have accrued in the literature in relation to this topic. 

Some of this work has met with strong criticism and, for an extended period, 

it has been unclear which models/assumptions were most acceptable, or to 

what extent these models could be trusted. This situation has improved 

considerably in recent years, with a great deal of revision, refinement and 

clarification of previous work. It can now be argued that a reasonably con

sistent and broadly accepted view, at least of the fundamentals, has begun 

to emerge.

Due to the complex nature of such discharges, most studies have re

stricted themselves to very limited parameter spaces, with restrictions on 

the neutral pressure, the number of ion species, the electron/ion tempera

tures, and the negative-ion destruction chemistry, being common. In this 

work we aim to depart from this trend and assemble a set of benchmark 

simulations covering a relatively large parameter space.
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A self-consistent, one-dimensional particle-in-cell (PIC) simulation was 

used to generate a detailed picture of a model electronegative discharge in 

the collisionless, transitional, and collisional regimes. The affect of diluting 

this model gas with a second electropositive gas is also examined. The 

model gases chosen were O2 and Ar, due to their well studied chemistry and 

industrial relevance. In order to investigate both the attachment-dominated 

and recombination-dominated limits, the background gas composition was 

also manipulated.

1.1 Thesis O utline

For the benefit of the reader, the remainder of this first chapter will be 

devoted to briefly revising some of the elementary processes and analytical 

techniques which are central to the study of electronegative plasmas. With 

this insight, we will attempt to review the large body of literature relating 

to the study of these systems in the proceeding chapter. The simulations 

employed in this study will be discussed in chapter 3, while their output 

and associated analysis will be presented in chapter 4. In the penultimate 

chapter we will utilize this benchmark simulation data-set to mount an in

vestigation into the limits and fidelity of the oft-used global model approxi

mation when applied to structured electronegative discharges. Our findings 

and conclusions will be summarized in chapter 6.

1.2 Basic P lasm a D ynam ics

The Navier-Stokes equation, adopted to model the macroscopic motion of 

charge particles immersed in an electromagnetic field, may be expressed as 

follows [1]

2
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m n
du
~at

+ itV  ■ u = qn(E + u x  B ) -  Vp +  f \ c (1 .1)

where isotropic pressure has been assumed. Deferring for now the interpre

tation of the terms contained in equation (1 .1), we may reduce the equation 

to a form more relevant to the discharges discussed in this work by assum

ing: (1) collisions with neutrals are dominant; (2) frictional forces due to 

particle source and sinks can be ignored; (3) the magnetic field forces are 

negligible. This leads to the following steady-state momentum conservation 

equation

mmxV ■ u  = qnE — Vp — rnnvmu  (1.2)

where u V  • u, the convective acceleration, is a steady-state acceleration due 

to any change in velocity with changing position, qE  is the force on the flow 

due to the local electric field, Vp is force per unit volume on the flow due 

to pressure gradients, and mnumu  is the rate at which the flows momentum 

is lost due to collisions (characterized by the momentum transfer collision 

frequency, vm).

The convective acceleration term is clearly non-linear and posses sig

nificant difficulty when attempting to obtain analytic solutions to equation

(1.2). Thus we typically make further assumptions regarding the collision- 

ality of the flow.

For intermediate to highly collisional flows, the rhs (right hand side) 

terms dominate the term on the lhs (left hand side), so we may simply neglect 

convective acceleration. Solving the resulting linear algebraic equation for 

u  (assuming isothermal closure for p) gives

3
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u = j E _ _ k s T V n  
mVm m vm n

whicli may be expressed in the form of a drift-difftision equation [1]

T =  ±pinE — DVn (1.4)

where j.i and D are the macroscopic mobility and diffusion constants, re

spectively.

In the opposite pressure limit (i.e. the limit of collisionless How) the 

collision and pressure terms in equation (1.2) may typically be ignored. 

Assuming one dimensional cold particle flow and integrating the flow from 

a point x  to a point x ' yields

i mu2(x ',x ) =  q[4>{x') -  (/>{x)\ (1.5)

which is simply an energy conservation relation for charged particle moving 

under the influence of a potential field.

Alternatively, for flows with very small values of m  or u we may neglect 

the collision and convective terms and find

enE  +  Vp =  0 (1.6)

which, again assuming isothermal closure, can be integrated to find the

spatial distribution of n  as a function of potential

n(x', x) =  no exp(-q4>(x)/kBT) (1.7)

where uq is the density at the point defined by <p(x) = 0. This is the well- 

known Boltzmann relation for the distribution of charged particles in an

4
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electric potential.

One may use equations (1.5) and (1.7) to construct a self-consistent

ions. This was first done by Tonks and Langmuir [2] yielding the following 

expression for the charge particle density profile [1]

of the form UiZn. This simple kinetic model is often referred to as the ion 

free-fall model, as ions simply “fall” unperturbed through the monotonic 

potential.

Applying an electric field to an overall neutral system of charged particles 

causes oppositely charged particles to move in opposite directions. How

ever, increasing macroscopic charge separation produces an increasing elec

tric field in the direction opposite to that of the applied field. A steady-state

electric field in the system is zero. This phenomena, whereby charge polar

ization effectively shields out externally applied electric fields, is known as 

Debye shielding.

In quasi-neutral plasma systems, the electric field is not completely 

shielded, but instead decays exponentially as it penetrates into the plasma 

according to [3] (in the case of a one-dimensional plasma)

model of a low pressure discharge composed of electrons and singly charged

(1.8)

where it has been assumed that electron-ion pairs are produced in collisions

1.3 D ebye Shielding

is reached when these two electric forces cancel each other out and the net

(1.9)

5
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where is a parameter known as the Debye length and corresponds to the 

length scale over which an electric field penetrating into a plasma is reduced 

by a factor of e-1 .

Assuming both electrons and ions are in Boltzmann equilibrium, solv

ing Poisson’s equation at a point far from the discharge edge where (ecj) <C 

Te, Tp), one may obtain the following approximate expression for Ad [3]

Thus, if kp,Tc >■ kfiTp, as is typically the case in low temperature plasmas, 

one may conclude that Ad is characterized by the positive ion temperature.

the electric field, reducing it appreciably before the ions have a chance to 

respond. Therefore, it is their temperature which, one may reasonably con

clude, should characterize this shielding length [3].

Of course the flaw in our original argument was applying the assump

tion of Boltzmann equilibrium to the positive ions. Instead, assuming sta

tionary (cold) ions and Boltzmann electrons, one can re-derive equation

(1.10) and obtain the conventional expression for the Debye length [1]

More generally, equation (1.10) may be re-derived assuming nn negative 

species, all of which are in thermal equilibrium with the local electric field. 

This yields

A moment’s contemplation shows that this conclusion is unsatisfac

tory. Due to their much lower mass, it is the electrons which move to shield

(1.11)

6
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AD

\
kBTe, kBTk >  —e<t> Vfc (1.12)

nn 
k=o

®k0
kBTk

where a fc0 =  «fco/™eO-

Equation (1.12) applies to plasmas having more than one negative 

charge species in thermal equilibrium, such as those containing two dis

tinct electron populations; one hot and one cold. In such plasma, it is clear 

from equation (1 .12) that the temperature of the cooler species will greatly 

influence the shielding length.

Another example of such a plasma is an electronegative plasma, where 

it has been found that, at low pressures, the spatial distribution of negative 

ions may be well approximated by assuming they Boltzmann equilibrium. 

Sheridan et al. [4] note that, in this case

. ..  the negative ions assume the role of electrons in a two-component 

plasma, with the ion-acoustic velocity and Debye length deter

mined largely by the negative ion temperature.

But how is it that the assumption of Boltzmann equilibrium may be applied 

to the negative ions (at low pressure) but not to positive ions?

Typically, much cooler (relative to the electrons) negative ions are con

fined to regions of very low field. Therefore, their drift velocities are typi

cally small relative to their thermal motion. This clearly must be the case, 

as negative ions cannot access regions in which kBTn -C \e<j>| < kBTe, and 

are quickly expelled when formed there. Thus, regions in which the as

sumption of Boltzmann equilibrium for negative ions must break down are 

conveniently depleted of negative ions. However, if negative ions are nec-

7
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essarily confined to regions of low field, they can play no part in shielding 

until the field has been sufficiently reduced!

Thus, plasmas containing negative ions do have a superior ability to 

shield electric fields in accordance with equation (1.12) (with Tn <C Te). 

However, implicit in this statement is the understanding that they may only 

do so after an extended region in which the fields are shielded on a scale- 

length given by the conventional electropositive Debye length.

1.4 The B ohm  Criterion

Exploiting mathematical simialrites between the equations of compressible 

fluid flow and those of the cold ion plasma approximation, Stangeby and 

Allen [5] re-derived the electropositive Bohm criterion and demonstrated its 

equivalence to the ion sound speed. Here we show that this analysis can be 

extend to plasmas containing negative ions in thermal equilibrium. Though 

the extension is relatively trivial, we do not know of any previous work in 

which this has been done. While the relation obtained for Bohm speed is 

simply the conventional electronegative expression, there is a subtle incisive 

quality to their final conclusion which other derivations lack.

Equation (1.1) may be rewritten for a collisionless, zero-temperature 

flow of singly charged ions, as follows [5]

^  =  —  (1.13)D t mp

where D /D t is the convective derivative. Applying the vector identities 

(u V )u  — (V  x u) x u  +  V (u2/ 2) and a x b = —b x a  one gets

(1.14)

8
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where w  is the flow rotation (or vorticity) given by

w = V x u (1'15)

Comparing equations (1.13) and (1.14), we see that w =  0 => the flow may 

be classed as irrotational.

Expressing E  as the gradient of a scalar (the potential) and applying 

Stokes theorem, Stangeby and Allen show that Kelvins theorem applies to 

the flow and therefore, if at one time or position the flow is irrotational, it 

cannot subsequently acquire rotation. Assuming the flow originates from a 

point of zero rotation, it may therefore be assumed that w  = 0 everywhere.

Next, we introduce the abstract notion of a velocity potential, de

fined as

u  = - V x  (1.16)

Assuming an electronegative plasma in which both electrons and negative 

ions are in thermal equilibrium with the electric field, quasi-neutrality may 

be expressed as

fb0 =  ne +  Tin ^Ce-npoexp^— r )  +Cnn p o e x p ^ 7 n ^ r )  (1.17)

where

C e ^ T - J -  (1-18)1 + a  1 -I- a

Ignoring source terms, the steady-state continuity equation is

9
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V ■ (npu ) =  0 (1.19)

^ r ) + C , . n pocxp(7„ iA ) } . V ^ =  0 (1.20)

Applying the chain rule to (1.20) and rearranging gives

‘ 1 +  cry*/
ksT e 1 -f-a

V x - ( - V ^ ) (1.21)

Rewriting (1.14), assuming steady-state, and substituting the vectors u  and 

E  with the gradients of their respective scalar potentials gives

^ V (V x  • Vx) -  V x  X w -  — —V<£ (1.22)

Til
=>-Vci> = 2f V ( V x -  Vx)

Finally, substituting (1.23) into (1.21) yields

V2x =  ^ 2V x • V (V x  ■ V x)

where

(1.23)

(1.24)

a = kBTe f 1 + a  \1
■ m p <1 +  7na / J

(1.25)

is the electronegative Bohm velocity.

Stangeby and Allen noted that equation (1.24) is mathematically equiv

alent to the fundamental equation for compressible potential fluid flow, with 

a interpreted as a sound speed.

10



Taking the gradient of equation (1.17) and rearranging gives

■ 1 + a
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- V n ,  (1.26)
.1 + 7ncd

This may be substituted back into equation (1.23) and the latter, and most 

involved, part of Stangeby and Allen’s analysis may be followed exactly. 

Thus, all conclusions drawn with respect to simple electropositive plasmas 

axe valid for simple electronegative plasmas. Stangeby and Allen summa

rized their conclusions as follows [5]

It has been demonstrated that a sufficient and necessary condi

tion for sheath formation is that the plasma fields should accel

erate the ions until their velocity normal to the sheath is equal 

to the Bohm speed, independent of the ion velocity component 

tangential to the sheath.

The physical basis for the requirement of a minimum directed positive 

ion energy is astutely elucidated by Chen [6]. He notes that the requirement 

that the space charge formed adjacent to the point at which quasi-neutrality 

breaks down be positive, is equivalent to the Bohm criterion (i.e. Bohm 

criterion => > 0 ). In this context it is interesting to rewrite

equation (1.25) as follows

1 1
Ties r m "t" Tins .1 '"es • rti 1 '"ns , m  1

1 _  e________ fc g -tw . _  -1 2 7 )

Tig

Thus, the reciprocal of the minimum energy of directed motion possessed by 

the positive ions must be >  the density weighted average of the reciprocal of 

the negative species thermal energy, if the positive ion density is to fall more 

slowly than the negative ion density in the sheath. This means of averaging

11
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is biased towards the colder of the thermal species, which makes physical 

sense when one considers that these will fall off most rapidly in the space 

charge layer, and therefore, have a greater influence on the rate at which 

the negative species density decreases at the sheath edge.

The seemingly universal affinity of this velocity with the quasi-neutral 

ion mach speed is, of course, not a mere coincidence. A short, insightful, 

though not necessarily original, discussion on the physical basis of this union 

is given by Kono in [7]. He notes that, in regions of subsonic flow, ion sound 

waves propagate in all directions communicating any local pressure pertur

bations at a finite velocity. Any electrostatic pressure differential arising in 

such a region is propagated throughout the plasma, and so, large pressure 

differentials (i.e. regions of significant space charge) are not supported in 

steady state (i.e. quasi-neutrality). Large space-charge/pressure gradients 

are necessary in the sheath region, however. If these large pressure gra

dients are to remain localized the quasi-neutral bulk and the space charge 

edge must be separated by a point of sonic ion flow.

1.5 Boundary Layer Theory

Consider the following second order ODE

eW  + %  = 1' ^ ° )  =  0’ < 0  =  2, (1-28)

where e denotes a small positive constant. This is a linear homogeneous 

ODE with constant coefficients and so can be solved exactly, yielding

»-»+f

This function is plotted in figure 1.1

-  exP i-v/*) (1 2 9 )
-e x p ( - lA )  j

. It can be seen from this figure (or by

12
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analyzing the solution) that this function has two different length scales in 

which it differs greatly.

As e <C 1, 1 — exp(—1/e) ~  1 . Also 1 — exp(—y/e) ~  1 over the entire 

range 0 < y < 1 except in a very narrow region close to the zero boundary 

in which y = O(e). Thus we have the macro solution

um =  y + 1 (1.30)

and the boundary layer solution

u b l  =  1 -  exp (—y/e) (1.31)

Suppose, however, equation (1.28) could not be solved exactly. In view of 

the small parameter e -C 1, it is possible to obtain an approximate solution.

Firstly, noting that e « l ,  one may drop the second order term and 

immediately obtain the macro solution given above. This approximate solu

tion should be a good estimate, except near the zero boundary, as it does not 

satisfy the boundary condition at y =  0a. An astute analyst will recognize 

that this requires a narrow boundary region adjacent to y =  0 in which u{y) 

varies much more rapidly (alluding to the potential virtues of this technique 

in plasma physics). One may “zoom” in on this layer by appropriate change 

of independent variable and parameter space. Defining the new independent 

variable, Y  =  y/e, (1.28) becomes

l d ? u + l i u = l  (L32)
e2 d Y 2 e dY

Again, neglecting O(e) terms we may approximate (1.28) as

aStrictly speaking, this is due to the fact that our approximation to the solution is first 
order, and so it cannot be made to satisfy two boundary conditions.

13
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d Y 2 + d Y ~ °
(1.33)

Now, satisfying the boundary condition at y — 0 gives

ubl = A{1 -  ex p (-y )) (1.34)

while the rhs boundary condition may be specified as

lim ubl — lim y -t- 1
y —>oo y-> o

(1.35)

giving A = y + \. The two approximate solutions can now be combined into 

a single approximate solution with an error of O(e) and which is valid over 

the entire range 0 < y < 1 by adding the two constituent solutions together 

and subtracting the common part

This solution is also plotted in figure 1.1.

1.6 D ouble Layers

A double layer (DL) may be defined as a region in a plasma consisting of two

equal but oppositely charged, essentially parallel but not necessarily plane,

space charge layers [8]. The potential, electric field and space charge profiles

must vary across such a layer, as shown in figure 1.2. The thickness of such

structures are limited by Debye shielding to the order of a few Debye lengths

(typically ~  lOXp [9]). A steady-state/stationaryb DL must, at a minimum,

bThe existence criteria associate with transient/unstable DL’s are less stringent and 
are discussed in (9).

u ~  y +  1 -  exp ( -y /e ) (1.36)

14
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Exact Solution Approx, Solution

10'
y

10'
I

10

Figure 1.1: Exact and approximate solutions to equation (1.28).

fulfill the following three conditions [8]:

1- |<£dl| T ! where <f>o is the potential drop across the layer and T is

the temperature of the coldest plasma bordering the layer.

2. The electric field is much stronger inside the double layer than outside, 

so that f DL p(x)dx ~  0.

3. Quasi-neutrality is locally violated.

A fourth requirement which is typically observed, though not rigorously 

required, is that the charge species collisional mean free path is much greater 

than the DL thickness [8].

The existence of a space charge region is clearly required if there is to 

be a local potential gradient sandwiched between two quasi-neutral regions. 

A positive/negative space charge alone can easily be seen to be insufficient, 

if one considers the continuity of the potential. A positive/negative space 

charge effectively bends the potential field in its locality downward /upward 

from a point of zero gradient defining the first DL edge. After traversing

15
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F igure 1.2: Double layer profiles generated using the model described in [10]. p, 
rj and —drjjdx are normalized values o f space charge, potential, and electric field.

this uni-charge region, the gradient of the potential (or the electric field) 

must be non-zero. If one is to join this point to a quasi-neutral plasma 

having zero electric field, an additional space charge of equal magnitude but 

opposite charge is required to bend the potential profile back to a point of 

zero gradient.

1.6.1 Classification

There are several ways in which double layers may be classified:

• Current-carrying/ Current-free: Current-carrying double layers may be 

generated in current conducting plasmas where current related insta

bilities may produce localized potential gradients [11]. Current-free 

double layers are formed at transitions between plasmas of different 

characteristics[9]. We will be exclusively concerned with DL’s of the 

later class in this work.

16
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• Strong/ Weak: Strong DL’s are characterized by having a potential 

drop that is much larger than the equivalent thermal potentials of all 

the particle populations (free and reflected ions and electrons). In a 

weak DL at least one of the particle populations has an equivalent 

thermal potential that is of the same magnitude as, or larger than, the 

potential drop [12].

• Monotonic/ Oscillatory: This classification is in reference to the po

tential profile across the layer. If the potential does not vary mono- 

tonically throughout the entire layer, but instead contains a number 

of points of inflection, it may still be referred to as a double layer 

(although, strictly speaking, such a structure constitutes a number of 

successive double layers) [8].

• Relativistic/Non-Relativistic: A relativistic DL is one in which the 

potential drop across the double layer is large enough so that both 

electrons and ions are accelerated to relativistic velocities in the DL 

[12].

It is interesting to note tha t the energy distribution functions of parti

cles near a double layer are necessarily non-Maxwellian. Thus, fluid models 

constitute a significant simplification.

1.6.2 Double Layers and the Bohm  Criterion

Of fundamental importance in understanding any space charge phenomena 

is, of course, Poisson’s equation relating the potential and space charge 

spatial profiles
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By defining the function

V(4>) = [  p(x)dx  (1.38)
J $

we may simply rewrite Poisson’s equation, to get

cP4‘ _ dV{4.)

(  3  1

where V (<f>) is known as the classical/Sagdeev potential [9]. The analogy

between equation (1.39) and the equation of motion for a damped particle

moving in a potential well is often noted.

Integrating (1.39) with respect to <j> gives [9]

^e0E 2 + V{6) =  0 (1.40)

where the constant of integration is incorporated, without loss of generality, 

into the Sagdeev potential. Labeling the positions of the DL edges xq and

2,‘di,, the requirement of vanishing space charge in the surrounding quasi

neutral plasma becomes

( — ) - ( d V )
\ dip ) tf>(xo) \d(pJ

= 0 (1.41)
.l)

while the requirement of vanishing electric field becomes

V(4>(x0)) = = 0 (1.42)

Finally, in order to insure a non-trivial solution for V ((/>), [9, 13]

V d<p2 ) V d(j)2 ) </>(xDl)

18
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The physical requirement B 2 >  0 V <j> V(<f>) < 0 V <j> => V(<$>) has a local

maximum at the DL edges.

Utilizing a simplified fluid description of the DL species, we may de

rive an expression for V(<j>) and examine the physical significance of the 

above restrictions. The flux and momentum conservation equations for one 

dimensional, collisionless, generationless ion flow may be expressed as [14]

cl' dui u>i df%j * j . \
&"*“■ = i i + i i £ = 0  (1-44)

dui dpi r-, f .m i U i U i + qirijE (1-45)

where pi - niksTi. This ion flow is coupled to a Boltzmann electron fluid

=  eneE  (1-46)dpe
dx

via Poisson’s equation. Substituting for ene and in Poisson’s equation 

and rearranging gives

+  Pi) + pe -  =  M0 (1.47)
*

=*■ V((f>) = M0 -  +  pi) +  pe] (1.48)
t

where Mo is the aforementioned constant of integration and may be inter

preted as the upstream momentum of the system [15]. Differentiating (1.48) 

once wrt (j> gives

19
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(1.49)
= -ene + '^2 qini

where we have multiplied (1.45) by dx/d<f> and applied the chain rule. This

shows explicitly that BC (1.42) is simply a statement of quasi-neutrality at 

the DL edges. Substituting for dui/d<f>, in (1.49), with (1.44) and differenti

ating wrt to <f> gives

which is the Bohm criterion for a multicomponent plasma.

Thus, we see that the Bohm criterion must be satisfied at the edge of a 

quasi-neutrality violating DL. This should not be too surprising, as we have 

already established in section 1.4 that the Bohm criterion is a sufficient and 

necessary condition for space charge violation in simple electropositive and 

electronegative discharges.

d2V
d(j)2

(1.50)

Finally, applying BC (1.43) gives [15]

(1.51)

1.6.3 Series Expansion for Weak; Double Layers

Another approach often used analytically to investigate/predict small-amplitude 

(weak) DL structure/existence criteria, is to expand V(<)>) for small <j> as fol
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lows [9]

-  V {</>) = A l<fr2 + A2<j>3 + A 3<p4 + ••■ (1-52)

However, this method has in some cases been applied recklessly, erroneously 

predicted the existence of DL’s in models containing only one thermal species 

(and one or more cold ion species of unspecified charge). Verheest and Heil- 

berg [13] showed that the “forgotten” terms in the expansion may overwhelm 

the lower order terms, irrespective of the order of the expansion! Using more 

careful analysis they demonstrate that one needs at least two thermal species 

if a DL is to be formed. Physically, they note that these two thermal species 

are required to support the pressure differential across the DL.
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2

Literature Review

In this chapter, we will endeavor to review the sizable body of work published 

on the subject of low pressure electronegative discharges. In an effort to 

limit this critique to a sensible length, it is useful to separate this work into 

two categories; pre- and post- 1980’s. This critical time is defined by the 

publication of a highly influential paper by Edgley and von Engel [16]. Their 

work signaled a notable advancement in the field of electronegative plasma 

simulation and was published at a time when industrial interest in plasmas 

(and more importantly, in electronegative plasmas) was on the cusp of a 

period of rapid growth. We will begin our review at this point in time, and 

proceed in a predominantly chronological fashion.

Earlier works by authors such as Boyd [17], Emeleus and Woolsey [18], 

and Thompson [19] will be referenced where appropriate. Many of the sub

tle, but significant, differences between electropositive and electronegative 

plasmas were identified by these pioneers. However, most of this work has 

been revised in the more recent publications.

In section 2.1 we will briefly discuss the origin of these differences,

22
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before embarking on a more detailed review of the literature concerning its 

far-reaching implications in sections 2.2 and 2.3.

2.1 So “W hy Are T hey So D ifferent?”

This fundamental question was posed rhetorically, and subsequently ad

dressed, in an ambitious paper by Franklin [20]. In this paper, Franklin 

rather loosely defines an electronegative plasma as one in which there is 

“such a density of negative ions that they must be taken into account” . 

However, he subsequently concedes that ascertaining the critical density 

implicit in this definition is a not a trivial task. Instead, we will use a much 

broader definition and assume the term electronegative plasma corresponds 

to any plasma formed in an electron attaching gas. We acknowledge that 

this definition incorporates discharges with negligible negative ion densities, 

which are effectively electropositive in nature.

The principle disparity between a multi-ion electropositive plasma and 

a multi-ion electronegative plasma is the violation of the assumption of large 

mass difference between the positive and negative charge carriers (and the 

related assumptions of large differences in temperature and mobility). The 

loss of this simplifying assumption has significant implications on the trans

port of charge species within the plasma. In light of this, concepts such as 

Debye shielding, the Bohm criterion and sheath formation/structure must 

be re-examined (as seen in the previous chapter).

Boundary conditions and boundary transitions must also be re-examined. 

For example, the symmetric assumption that the flux of all charged particles 

increases monotonically from zero, at the discharge center, to a maximum, 

at the discharge edge, is lost. Lampe et al. [21] commented on this boundary 

condition, asserting that
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. . .  it is this boundary condition that most clearly accounts for 

the striking difference between electronegative and electroposi

tive plasmas, by ruling out the self-similar essentially linear so

lutions that characterize electropositive plasma, and forcing the 

negative ions to a core/halo structure.

In addition, negative ions constitute a sink for positive ions, which 

are neutralized in positive-ion-negative-ion collisions. This invalidates the 

symmetric assumption that positive ions, created in the bulk, are destroyed 

exclusively at the walls, further contributing to the non-linearity of the trans

port equations.

2.2 D ischarge Structure

2.2.1 Edgely and von Engel

In what was then regarded as one of the most comprehensive and self- 

consistent analysis of the positive column in electronegative gases [22], Ed- 

gley and von Engel [16] constructed a three species steady-state numerical 

model by coupling simplified continuity and momentum equations from fluid 

theory to Poisson’s equation. The continuity equations had the following 

form

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)

where all symbols and indexing subscripts have their usual meaning (see the
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nomenclature at the start of this thesis).

The momentum equations were equivalent to equation (1.2), in the 

previous chapter. However, due to their relatively minute mass, the inertial 

and collision terms were dropped from the electron momentum equation, 

leading to the reasonable assumption of Boltzmann equilibrium. The inertia 

term was also discarded from the negative ion momentum equation, due to 

their predicted small velocity, but the collision term was retained.

By coupling these six equations to Poisson’s equation, the quasi-neutral 

approximation was abandoned, allowing physically realistic ion/electron bound

ary conditions. The resulting equation set was solved numerically leading 

to several important observations:

1. negative ions were completely confined to the volume, with a negligible 

density over an extended region adjacent to the wall.

2. the negative ion radial drift velocity was directed towards the center 

of the discharge under the action of the electron confining field.

3. due to the extended electropositive region close to the wall, the positive 

ion drift velocity approached the electropositive ion sound speed at the 

discharge edge.

4. nn/n e was a strong function of position.

2.2.2 A nalytical Approach

Following on from the work of Edgley and von Engel, Ferreira et ol. [22] 

attempted to formulate a more tractable model of the positive column in 

an electronegative discharge. In order to reduce the number of equations 

they made several simplifications over Edgley and von Engels’ earlier work. 

Most notable of these was the assumption of Boltzmann equilibrium for the
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negative ion species3, and the re-introduction of the quasi-neutral assump

tion (physically corresponding to assumptions of low pressure and high den

sity) . In this way they reduced the number of independent parameters from 

seven to just twob. A number of physically obscure, but mathematically 

convenient, dimensionless parameters were introduced for the purpose of 

non-dimensionalising and solving the resulting pair of second order ODEs, 

which had the following dimensionless form:

^ 4 ^ ( x o . % ) - X ( P - Q a ) G  =  0 (2.5)
X d X \  dX

where

G =  Ue P  = ^ p Vatt Q = ^p Vdet (2 7)
•̂eO Mn t^n iz

This approach and formulation was soon after adopted by Daniels and 

Franklin [24, 25] in the body of their early work, yielding mathematically 

correct expressions which were sometimes difficult to interpret physically. 

While the work of Ferreira et al. constituted a reduction in fidelity

aThe velocity of the negative ions is typically assumed to be small (wrt their thermal 
velocities) in regions where n n is finite, due to the increased shielding of E . Low pres
sure =*■ m nnni'm,nUn ennE , kBTnV n n =>■ Boltzmann equilibrium. Owed to the much 
smaller value of m e and larger value of Te => electrons are typically in thermal equilib
rium with the fields, even at relatively large pressures. Positive ions, on the other hand, 
are almost never in thermal equilibrium as they typically acquire large velocities as the 
approach the sheath [23].

blt is Ferreira et al. who make this striking claim. However, one should note that these 
two equations are both second order equations, while the equations of Edgley and von 
Engel are all first order.
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and validity over the earlier numerical work of Edgley and von Engel, it 

made significant advances in the analytical treatment of the electronegative 

discharge. The radically different formulation and parameterization in their 

work, made it difficult to compare the two approaches. However, extrapo

lating Edgley and von Engels’ results to the quasi-neutral limit (Xd /R  —■> 0) 

illustrated convergence of the two models [22].

2.2.3 Plasm a Surface Interaction

One may credibly argue that it is in the transition region separating a quasi

neutral plasma and a contacting surface that the most interesting and convo

luted plasma phenomena are often observed. The need for an understanding 

of this interaction is compounded by its obvious relevance to probe theory. 

An early publication in this vain was that of Braithwaite and Allen [26], 

in which they considered the interaction between a cylindrical probe and a 

low pressure electronegative plasma. Discernibly influenced by the previous 

work of Boyd and Thompson [17], they showed that, in the limit of free fall 

ion motion, the addition of a cooler negatively charged species required that 

the Bohm velocity be modified.

By assuming that both the electrons and negative ions are in equilib

rium with the potential field Braithwaite and Allen utilized this modified 

Bohm criterion to derive an expression for the potential at the plasma-sheath 

edge in terms of negative particle temperatures and densities [26], At the 

expense of some of their rigor, we may readily re-derive their result.

In the free fall regime, the velocity of a positive ion at any point, is 

simply that obtained by falling through a potential <f>. Thus, from equation 

(1.27), one may express the potential at the electronegative sheath edge as 

follows
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2  TTlpUg —  e0_ —  r ^ B p B n  — / ^ ( j l es/ k B Te +  n n s /k s T n )  (2-8)

which may be written in terms of the normalized parameters to give

V_ = i f - L t f h - )  (2.9)
2 V1 + O'n̂ —'

Utilizing the Boltzmann relation for the negative species, one may express 

a_  in terms of the bulk parameter ar,. Solving for «o we get

Q° =  7̂4 exPb?-(7n -  1)] (2.10)

For a given value of r)~, ao is uniquely determined. However, physically 

it is ao which determines r/_, and this relationship cannot be expressed 

explicitly. Figure 2.1 illustrates the relationship between r/_ and ao. We see 

that for some values of <yn, equation (2.10) gives a multi-valued solution for 

?7_(ao). Geometrically, the maximum and minimum points are defined by 

dao/drj- = 0 (or, equivalently, dr)-/dao =  oo). This was shown to lead to 

the following inequality being satisfied when rj-(ao) becomes multi-valued

7 > 5 +  \p2A ~  9.90 (2.11)

It was argued that the correct interpretation of this result was that a space 

charge sheath will form at the lowest available value of ?7_ and that this 

corresponds to the boundary potential. It later transpired, however, that 

this argument had been oversimplified [27], The occurrence of multiple 

values for rj- actually referred to the occurrence of multiple sheath edges 

when the ions acquired their local sound speed with the electronegative
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Figure 2.1: The normalized sheath edge potential r/_ as a function o f ao according 
to equation (2.10).

core. This possibility was over looked at the time [27]. We will return to 

this subject in section 2.3.

2.2.4 R ecom bination/D etachm ent

Of course, the earlier numerical work of Edgley and von Engel was itself 

a significant simplification of the dynamics underlying the electronegative 

discharge. Amongst other things, their model neglected temporal dynamics, 

the physical requirement of a power adsorption mechanism, and limited the 

negative ion destruction mechanisms to ion-gas detachment.

A significant improvement on their work was the spatio-temporal fluid 

dynamics simulations of Boeuf [28] (based on the continuum model of Graves 

and Jensen [29]), Oh et al. [30] and Meyyappan and Govindan [31]. In 

these works, ion-ion recombination was chosen as the method by which neg

ative ions are destroyed, in comparison to the previous models discussed, 

which assumed ion-gas detachment. The choice of recombination over de

tachment makes the governing continuity equations non-linear [30], there

fore, one may expect the dynamics in these two theoretical limits to be
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fundamentally different. Catagerising discharges according to their domi

nant negative ion destruction mechanism (i.e. recombination-dominated or 

detachment-dominated0) had been conducive to the development of elec

tronegative discharge theory.

2.2.5 M atched A sym ptotic Analysis

Following rigidly from the work of Ferreira et al. Daniels and Franklin pub

lished the first in what would be a long series of papers (by Franklin at 

least) utilizing hydrodynamic boundary layer theory of matched asymptotic 

expansion (illustrated in section 1.5) to analyze the multi-scaled structure 

of a model electronegative gas [24], With this powerful tool, Daniels and 

Franklin analytically constructed relationships between primary plasma pa

rameters, such as ao and the discharge rate coefficients. As stated above, 

this paper utilized the same mathematically convenient, but physically ob

scure, dimensionless parameters as its predecessor.

In an effort to maintain cohesion, we will largely avoid the use of these 

parameters here. For convenience, however, exceptions to this rule are the 

parameters P, Q, and A (defined in equation (2.6) and (2.7)) along with the 

parameter J  — K recneo/viZ.

Parameters P  and Q acquire an obvious physical interpretation if one 

assumes fin/Pp ~  0 (1)- A may be interpreted as the ratio of the volume 

generated rate to the wall loss rate [33], and is typically an eigenvalue of the 

problem as defined by equations (2.4) and (2.5). Finally, J  is the normalized 

ratio of ion-ion recombination loss rate to the positive-ion generation rate

cHere the term “recombination-dominated” is used to signify that negative ions are lost 
mostly/exclusively through negative-ion-positive-ion recombination. One should note, 
however, that some authors use the term recombination-dominated in reference to the 
situation where positive ion loss through recombination dominates the wall loss [32], We 
will not be using the term in this context.
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[34].

This initial work of Daniels and Franklin [24] elucidated the small scale 

boundary structure of a quasi-neutral plasma of the form treated by Ferreira 

et al. (i.e. detachment dominated with Boltzmann negative ions) for large 

values of P  and Q. In this regime it was found that a  «  ao throughout 

the discharge (in agreement with [22]) and that the negative ion density was 

finite at the plasma edge. On the smaller sheath scale, rapid variation of 

the density profiles near the edge reduced the negative ion density to zero.

Soon after they extended this work to smaller values of P  and Q (1 > 

P, Q), and identified a numerical oversight in Ferreira et al. ’s earlier work 

[25], Solving the revised system of equations numerically, they observed a 

diffuse top-hat like negative ion profile and an approximate Bessel function 

electron profile. The extent of the flat topped negative ion profile can be seen 

to increase with increasing P , while ao apparently decreases. In contrast 

the electron profile was found to vary very little with change in P.

Simply put, their findings equate to the statement that the core size 

increases with attachment. While the electronegativity, not surprisingly, de

creases with increasing detachment. The “peakiness” (term used by Daniels 

and Franklin) of the negative ion density, along with the sensitivity of nega

tive ion concentration on discharge parameters, indicates strongly that such 

discharges should be unstable, a property which had been well established 

in electronegative discharges [35]. Note that this analysis continues to use 

the quasi-neutral approximation throughout the discharge, indicating that 

space-charge effects are not a necessity for the formation of an abrupt neg

ative ion profile transitions (at least in the cold ion approximation).

This work was extended to the low pressure ion free-fall regime in [36], 

where the effect of including a finite ion temperature could be more easily
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explored. Smoother, parabolic negative ion profiles were obtained. It was 

found that at large 7n and small ao the negative ions were again confined 

to a region in the discharge centre. In the limit of very large ao the electron 

density becomes exceedingly fiat and, once again, the negative ions occupied 

the extent of the discharge. For ao < 1 the negative ions continued to occupy 

the extent of the discharge for very low values of j n, but the electron profile 

resembled that of a simpler electron-ion plasma.

It was found that for critical values of ao and 7„ a discontinuity devel

oped in the solution. When this occurred a multitude of solutions for the 

ion sound speed at the wall was recovered and the inequality 7n >  5 +  V24T 

was found to be satisfied.

Franklin et al. [34] also extended the analysis in [25] by replacing 

the linear detachment term for negative ion destruction with a quadratic 

positive-ion/negative-ion recombination term. They found that the accessi

ble parameter space for such discharges was significantly restricted compared 

to the detachment-dominated case. Their findings were

1. P  < 1 must be satisfied in recombination-dominated discharges (note, 

there is no equivalent restriction in detachment-dominated discharges).

2. the size of the core was, once again, found vary as P 1/2, but was also 

shown to have an inverse dependence on ao-

3. electronegative discharges with negative ions and electron-positive ion 

recombination as the only loss mechanism cannot exist.

The restriction on P  amounts to the requirement that the rate of cre

ation of negative ions must be less than the rate of destruction. This is, of 

course, physically reasonable as negative ions are confined to the core, and 

so can only be destroyed there, but are created throughout the discharge.
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Finally the abruptness of the transition was ascribed to the superior ability 

of an ion-ion plasma to shield electric fields.

Investigating the effect of finite ion temperature at higher pressures, 

Franklin [33] further extended [25] by including the ion temperature as an 

additional control parameter. The principle findings of their previous work 

the low pressure ion free-fall limit [36] were found to carry over. It was 

found that the particle fluxes were affected by inclusion of ion diffusion, but 

its effect on the spatial distributions was much more marked. The electric 

field was found to penetrate deeper into the ion-ion core as 7j was decreased 

with the distinction between the two plasmas ceasing to be meaningful for 

7 i <  20.

This work was later supported by results of detailed Monte-Carlo simu

lations compiled by Feokitistov et al. [37]. They found tha t in the non-local 

regime with finite ion temperature (T, = Tg(x)) the discharge was strati

fied with a smooth diffusion broadened ion profile (in agreement with [33]). 

However, they also found that incorporating non-equilibrium ion diffusiond 

significantly altered the ion profiles at low pressure, essentially destroying 

the ion profile structure!

2.2.6 The Berlteley Group

In a departure from the mathematically rigorous, but largely qualitative, 

analysis of Franklin and his collaborators, an alternative approach to con

structing analytically tractable solutions to the electronegative continuity 

equations was devised by a group of researchers, working predominantly 

from the University of California at Berkeley [38], Their approach involved 

combining the mobility limited equations of flux for a simple three species

dThe diffusion coefficient is modified by the non-local electric field such that Di(E) =  
ViTi + £mredvleE, where £ = § (m + M)3/[m(2m + M)\ and mred = raMj(m + M).
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electropositive plasma and rearranging in order to obtain the following, 

rather convoluted, expression for the positive ion flux

+ [in(x)Dp + Hp{ 1 + a)Dc(Vne/Vnp) + fip( 1 + a)Dn(Vnn/Vnv), 

Me +  l^na  +  Mp(l +  o:)
(2.12)

This expression is (by design) in the form of an ambipolar diffusion6 expres

sion

v -Da+\7np (2-13)

Equation 2.12, however, offers no significant advantage over the original 

set of flux equations since, unlike the electropositive ambipolar coefficient, 

Da+ above is now a function of position through a and the density gradients. 

To overcome this, Lichtenberg et al. [38] assume that the negative ions were 

in Boltzmann equilibrium with the self-consistent fields and that nn/[ie, 

/ip//je <  1 , and 7n — 7p =  7 - This yielded the more palpable expression

Do+ *  D rl ± l ± ^  (2-14) 
1 +  7Q:

In this form, Da+ is a function of position only through a. Three useful 

limiting cases were identified: a » l 4  Da+ 2Dp\ a  < 1 but 7 a  remains

1 =£• Da+ ~  Dp/a-, and 7 C I  such that 7 a  < 1 =>- Da+ 7 DP. Note 

that this last expression is equivalent to the electropositive approximation 

for Da+.

By formulating an effective ambipolar diffusion equation for the posi-

cIt lias been argued, convincingly, by Franklin [39] that the term “ambipolar diffusion” 
is in fact a misnomer, and th e  term  ambipolar flow is perhaps a better one. However, the 
former term has been widely adopted and we (as it appears the rest of the plasma physics 
community) shall continue to  use it here.
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tive ion flux, one could now patch the ion flux at the core edge to a simpler 

electropositive edge solution. This allowed Lichtenberg et al. [38] to de

velop approximations and and scaling laws for fundamental electronegative 

parameters such as l~ /lp and cto. To aid their analysis, these researchers pre

supposed electronegative-electropositive plasma segregation and inferred an 

approximate shape for the charged particle profiles. We will see in more 

detail how this is done in chapter 4.

The goal of these works was stated as [38]

...  to develop the simplest analytical model that can predict the 

values of plasma quantities such as electron and negative ion 

densities and electron temperature ...

In this regard it was quite successful, but many of the additional assumptions 

required, often limited much of the observed scaling to questionably sized 

parameter space.

The original work of Lichtenberg et al. [38] was extended to lower 

pressures by Kouznetsov et al. [40] (assuming variable ion mobility), and 

high electronegativities by Lichtenberg et al. [32], Kouznetsov et al. [40] 

allowed for the possibility that the positive ions could attain their (reduced) 

sound speed within the electronegative core region. Assuming the transition 

layer to be thin, this was modeled by a discontinuity in the ion profile at 

the point where up = u b , with np dropping instantaneously to neo- It was, 

however, found that the predominant scaling laws were not significantly 

effected by this addition [40].

A summary of the scaling laws obtained in these works is presented in 

section 2.2.9.
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2.2.7 Global M odels

Ignoring the propensity of electronegative gases to stratify and form ex

tremely non-uniform charged particle profiles, Lee et al. [41] produced one 

of the first spatially average investigations into the chemistry of the archetyp

ical electronegative gas, molecular oxygen. This initial work was a relatively 

simple extension of the existing electropositive global model technique [42]. 

With this model a preliminary survey of the electronegative discharge chem

istry as a function of discharge power and pressure was conducted. Ignoring 

ion losses to the walls, their findings were

• the total positive ion density (0 + +  0% ) increased with increase in 

power but was not a simple function of pressure.

• the electronegativity was observed to increase with increasing pressure 

and decreasing power.

• due to the dependence of fractional dissociation and electronegativity 

on power, Te was no longer independent of adsorbed power.

This model was revisited and extended to CI2 and A r/O 2 discharges 

in [43]. In this work, the one dimensional analysis of Lichtenberg et al. [38] 

was employed to generalize the simplified ion transport model of Godyak and 

Maximov [44] (in a heuristic manner) to include transitions from electropos

itive to electronegative regions and from low to high pressure. Kouznetsov 

[40], and later Kim [45, 46], derived similar expressions under different as

sumptions. These models are compared and assessed in Appendix C.

Incorporating results from finite dimensional analysis has become a 

feature of electronegative global models [45, 47, 48, 49], we will return to 

this subject in more detail in chapter 5.
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2.2.8 Controversy

Prior to the first publication of Lichtenberg et al. [38] on the topic, at

tempts to extend the theory of ambipolar diffusion to the electronegative 

regime had existed for some time [19]. However, subsequent publications ar

gued/demonstrated that such extensions were invalid (or at least not useful) 

[25, 50, 51] and should be abandoned. The authors of [38] were undoubtedly 

aware of this, however, their desire to reduce the charged particle transport 

equations to an analytically tractable form required that significant assump

tions be made.

An important paper acknowledging the emergence of two distinct and 

seemingly irreconcilable approaches to electronegative discharge theory was 

published by Franklin and Snell in 1999 [52], This paper had a commendable 

goal which was summarized as

. . .  to relate [our previous work] to a parallel strand of activity, 

based essentially at Berkeley, treating essentially the same prob

lem^) . . .  Their emphasis has been on the physics and thus there 

are points of similarity and dissimilarity, but the basic equations 

are identical and therefore ultimately the different approaches 

must be brought into coincidence or their differences explained 

away in both a rational and satisfying manner.

While the bulk of this paper comprises a review of the authors previous 

publications, it is also largely concerned with voicing criticism of the work of 

the, so called, “Berkeley group” [23, 32, 38, 40]. Although it does not appear 

to have been noted elsewhere, much of this criticism (which is reiterated in 

several later publications [20, 53, 54]) appears to be unfounded.

Franklin drew attention to the fact that it was physically inconsistent
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to simultaneously assume constant electronegativity and Boltzmann equi

librium for both negative species, unless Tn =  Te. While this is correct, 

his assertion that the authors affiliated to the Berkeley group made these 

assumptions is erroneous.

As discussed by Rogoff [50], the concept of ambipolar diffusion is, 

strictly speaking, broadly applicable and can be generally defined. However, 

in many cases it does not offer any simplification over the use of the full set 

of coupled transport equations, and essentially loses its meaning. In fact, 

somewhat contrary to their repeated assertions that the concept of ambipo

lar diffusion should be forsaken when more than one ion species is present, 

Franklin and Snell [52] themselves identify a region in parameter space which 

they deemed to be reasonably well modeled by an electronegative ambipolar 

flux equation (detachment dominated, collisional limit). Assuming constant 

electronegativity, but not assuming Boltzmann equilibrium for the negative 

ions, they derive the corresponding ambipolar diffusion coefficient

Da+ = Dp—  1 7p) *  ao^ J n -  1} (2.15)
He +  Mp +  Oco(/ln +  Up)

In contrast, the Berkeley group derived their ambipolar diffusion coeffi

cient assuming lower pressures so that both negative species were essentially 

in thermal equilibrium. This led to the expressions given for D a+ in section 

2.2.6, where it was shown that, by assuming a  1, Da+ can be approx

imated by a constant (= 2Dp) in the electronegative core region. This is 

clearly not equivalent to assuming that a  is constant.

Franklin and Snell tested equations (2.15) and (2.14) for physical con

sistency in several limiting regimes. They claimed that only their expression 

passes all these tests, while equation (2.14) only passed one. In Appendix A 

we shall show that this, surprisingly, appears to be incorrect.
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2.2.9 Reviews

In the three years covering late 1998 to late 2001 Franklin and his collabo

rators published a significant number of papers directly relating to the dy

namics of the electronegative discharge [52, 53, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62], 

The limited nature of the parameter space addressed in each of these works 

tended to obscure further the increasingly complex body of literature. How

ever, two, quite similar, papers published in quick succession [54, 63] at

tempted to remedy this by collecting the findings of these, and previous, 

works and presenting a unified theory as to the behavior of these discharges. 

Their principle conclusions are presented below in bullet point form:

• the concept of ambipolar diffusion does not apply to plasmas with 

more than two charge species.

• the central ion-ion plasma is effective at shielding the electric field, 

reducing it to small values.

• ne = nea exp(eV/ksTe) may be a good approximation, except when 

ao 1 (as previously noted in [32]).

• the assumption that nn =  nno cxp(eV/ kijTn) is a good approximation 

only at very low pressures (L/Aj < 0.1).

• a o =  const, is a good approximation for

1 . detachment-dominated plasmas at high pressure (L/Xi > 100) 

having P, Q 1.

2. recombination-dominatedf plasmas with a high pressure (L/X{ > 

100) with ao ^  1 and P  —> 1.

fIn general the approximation that a(x)  =  ao in the core is better in detachment 
dominated discharges [53].
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• if ao 1 the entire plasma consists of an ion-ion plasma with sheath 

dimensions typically smaller than that of an electron ion plasma.

• there is no physical limit in which it is reasonable to make the following 

assumptions simultaneously: Te ^  Tn, ne = n eo exp(eV'/fc_eTe) and 

nn = nno exp(eV/kBTn), and a  =  const.

• a detachment-dominated plasma will be structured if P < 1. This 

structure will become well defined when L/Aj > 10, P/Q  < ao and 

Q(1 +  ao) > 1 .

• a recombination-dominated plasma requires P < 1 and are necessarily 

structured. However, this structure will become well defined when 

ao > 1.

• the above requirement on P  in the limit of recombination-dominated 

dynamics means there is a limiting value, Tec, associated with such 

discharges (corresponding to K iz (Te) = K att{Te)). The corresponding 

temperature characteristics are such that Te ~  Te(pL), and does not 

strongly depend on ao, neo/ng or nno/ng (for a fixed chemistry).

•  at medium and higher pressures in detachment-dominated discharges

P a  o +  P  +  ao =  Qao(l + ao) (2.16)

and

(2.17)

are good approximations only when ao > 1 .
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• at medium and higher pressures in recombination-dominated discharges

Pa.® +  P  +  ao = +  Qo)(l +  2ao) (2.18)

and

X  1 P
ao(ao + 1 ) J

are good approximations when ao > 1 .

• the transition from a recombination-dominated discharge to a detachment- 

dominated discharge is a smooth one and differences between the two 

limits are not great.

In addition to the above conclusions, there is some discussion given as 

to the nature and structure of the space charge region which may develop 

between the ion-ion core and the electron-ion edge [58, 63]. We will return 

to this subject in section 2.3.

Around the same time, the group in Berkeley also identified a need 

to bring together their work in a unified and accessible manner [64], A 

number of distinct parameter space regimes, within which differing scaling 

laws apply, are identified. Some effort is made to formally define boundaries 

separating these parameter space regimes and to identify limitations of their 

theory. The work of Franklin and his collaborators is only referred to briefly 

and no comment is offered on their (then) recent criticism.

The control parameters used to segment the parameter space were plp 

and neolps . The parameter regimes, and their approximate scaling laws are

summarized in table 2.1 .
gNormalized values for plp and n eolp were used to formally segment the parameter 

space. The normalized expressions for pl„ and neolp were ng<jlv and K recn eolp/v th ■
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When interpreting the works and findings discussed thus far, some 

subtle phraseological technicalities should be borne in mind:

• Quite often, the term low pressure refers to a regime where pressure 

is sufficiently low so that the negative ions may be considered to be in 

thermal equilibrium with the fields, but not so low so as to invalidate 

the constant- or variable- mobility models.

• high ao refers to ao being sufficiently high so that useful approxima

tions may be made, but not so high so as to render the assumption of 

Boltzmann negative ions invalid [64],

• the parameter regime ascribed the label high pressure assumes that 

the discharge remains approximately non-local, limiting p to £  0 (1 )

2.2.10 C ore/H alo Edge As H ydrodynam ic Slioclc

An interesting conceptual insight into the dynamics of electronegative plasma 

stratification was given by Kaganovich et al. [65, 66], Assuming a quasi

neutral, three species discharge in which only the electrons must be in equi

librium with the fields, they combined the mass and momentum conserva

tion equations in a similar manner as was done in [67, 68], to form a set of 

non-linear coupled partial differential equations (one space and one time di

mension) . It was then showed that the equation for the negative ion density 

(ignoring volume the source and sink terms) could be recast in the form of 

a non-linear advection-diffusion equation [65]

Torr.

(2.20)

where
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u eS
npY n (2 .21)

(nn + np ) 2

The importance of equations of this form in the field of hydrodynamics 

means their properties have been extensively studied, affording a great deal 

of insight into the behavior of its solution.

Immediately one can see that the effective advection velocity, uef f  is a 

function of nn (hence the non-linearity), where smaller values of nn corre

spond to larger values of ueg. Thus, starting with smooth density profile, at 

time t = 0, ambipolar fields decrease the negative ion density profile close 

to the wall. This perturbation will propagate back into the plasma with 

velocity ueff, in a manner similar to the formation of a hydrodynamic shock, 

as the lower points on the profile attempt to “overtake” the points above.

The natural presence of particle diffusion prevents the profile from be

coming singular and ultimately defines a steady state solution where the 

diffusion flux at the steep shock front balances the inwardly directed advec

tion flux. This happens at some point away from the plasma boundary, and 

corresponds to a continuous core-halo transition.

2.2.11 M ultiple Ions

A major shortcoming of the models and analysis discussed so far is the as

sumption of only one positive ion and one negative ion. This is a reasonable 

assumption for oxygen discharges, where typically the negative ion 0 ~ ac

counts for > 95% of the total negative ion density [69]. However, this may 

not be the case in more complex gases such as carbon tetrafluoride [CF\) and 

sulphur hexafluoride (SF&) [70]. This deficiency was addressed by Franklin, 

in yet another series of publications on electronegative discharge phenom

ena [70, 71, 72]. A heuristic extension of the Berkeley groups analysis to
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discharges containing two positive ion species can be found in [73].

Assuming the discharge is sufficiently collisional, so that one may utilize 

the mobility-diffusion model for ion transport, Franklin was once again able 

to derive a set of coupled algebraic equations relating the primary discharge 

state variables to the discharge chemistry [70]. He then postulated a layered 

structure where each negative ion has a top hat distribution with disconti

nuities at differing radial positions [72]. Integrating the source term of the 

negative ion flux equations over this postulated distribution and utilizing 

the zero-negative-ion-flux boundary condition allowed him to estimate the 

position of these transition points. The resulting simultaneous equations are 

solved numerically, and fail largely to elucidate explicit relations or scaling 

laws.

2.2.12 Tlie P liysical And M atliem atical Basis Of Stratifica

tion

In an effort to marry the goal of Lichtenberg, Lieberman and their collab

orators with the more rigorous approach of Franklin and his confederates, 

Lampe et al. [21] published an ambitiously titled paper; “The physical 

and mathematical basis of stratification in electronegative plasmas”. In this 

paper they analyzed a similar set of normalized second order differential 

equations, as those popularized by Franklin. Assuming quasi-neutral mo

bility limited ion flow, Boltzmann electrons, and cold ions of equal mass 

and mobility but opposite charge, they considered the non-linear recombi

nation dominated limit only. Utilizing physical arguments, they were then 

able to transparently demonstrate the mathematical necessity for a tran

sition. Furthermore they were able to obtain an approximate solution to 

the equations by solving for the core and the edge region separately and
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then patching the two solutions at the transition point. The primary find

ings may be summarized as follows (note, Lampe et al. assume a different 

non-dimensionalization for X , X  =  x / (Te/ rriiViKizrig)1/2)

1 . a strongly electronegative core (of variable extent) can be expected to 

form in any discharge containing cold negative ions, irrespective of the 

attachment rate or the fraction of attaching gas.

2. the abrupt nature of the core/halo transition has its origin in the non- 

linearity of the transport equation, not the non-linearity of recombi

nation (and is therefore not a feature unique to the recombination 

dominated discharge).

3. an approximate solution for the core negative ion profile has the form

- w - H '* ) - ® ’ <**>
where I(P, J ) and tv(P, J ) are new non-dimensional parameters. Typ

ically w & 0 ( 102) negative ion profile is found to be parabolic until 

X /X c > 1 when the second term rapidly becomes large and the density 

falls abruptly.

4. in the edge region, recombination can be neglected but attachment 

cannot. This gives a finite, but very different negative ion profile in 

the edge region.

5. the fraction of the discharge occupied by the core, X c/L . can be shown 

to be an increasing function of P  but is only weakly dependent on J.

6. ao, on the other hand, depends strongly on J  (a  J 1/2) but is only 

weakly dependent on P.
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It is interesting to note the derived negative ion profile has the form 

postulated by Kouznetsov et al. [40] and that scaling of ao with J -1/2 may 

be interpreted as scaling with (neo/ng)-1/2 in agreement with [64, 74].

2.3 Transition Structure

It should, by now, be clear that the structured ion profiles observed in 

plasmas containing a significant density of negative ions emanates from the 

presence of the additional, significantly heavier (and, as a result, cooler/less- 

mobile), negatively charged species. These cooler negative charges are strongly 

confined to the discharge bulk by the self-consistent electric fields formed at 

the walls.

In this section, we will survey the literature concerning the abrupt 

transition between the central ion-ion plasma and the outer electron-ion 

plasma when the positive ions attain the local ion sound speed within the 

central core.

2.3.1 Two-Tem perature E lectropositive P lasm a Transitions

As with many other electronegative discharge phenomena, some of the earli

est relevant works were, in fact, concerned with two-temperature electropos

itive discharges. Bezzerides et al. [75] in Los Alamos National Laboratory, 

analyised the fluid equations of motion for an expanding plasma with a two- 

temperature electron population. They found that coupling of space charge 

effects to the self-consistent separation of the two electron species (owed to 

their different thermal velocities) led to the formation of a hydrodynamic 

shock separating a slowly expanding two-temperature plasma and a sur

rounding single temperature plasma composed of the hotter electrons only. 

They showed that this shock corresponded to a weak, current-free DL which
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accelerated ions into the more rapidly expanding plasma characterized by 

the hotter electron population.

DL formation manifested itself in their analysis as a multi-valued po

tential profile when Teh/Tec > 5 +  -s/24T and neh/nec < (Teh/Tec)2/ 2. Wick- 

ens and Allen [76] subsequently noted that the position of this shock corre

sponded to position at which the ions reach the local ion sound speed, which 

had become a function of space, due to the differing hot and cold electron 

profiles. Hairapetian and Stenzel [77] observed these DL’s experimentally, 

and later observed similar, though stationary, DL structures in a confined 

two-temperature plasma [78].

Sato and Miyawaki [79] analytically examined the characteristics of the 

potential formed in a confined two-temperature electropositive plasma, as

suming kinetic free-fall ion flow. They also found that, when below some 

critical ratio of Teh/Tec, the presheath structure was similar to that found in 

single-electron-temperature plasmas, and characterized by the colder elec

tron temperature. As this ratio approaches the critical value of ~  10.8h it 

was found that the presheath region may be characterized by either Teh or 

Tec, depending on the ratio of hot- to total- electron density, n eh/ne. For 

certain values of neh/ne when the temperature ratio is close to the critical 

ratio, it was found tha t a simple solution to the potential profile joining the 

plasma center to the sheath edge did not exist. Instead two pre-sheath re

gions, each characterized by one of the electron temperatures and separated 

by a DL, was necessary.

*'Note that this is the kinetic equivalent to the fluid model transition point defined by 
7 >  5 +  V24T [80]
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2.3.2 E xtension to Electronegative Plasm as

This work was extended to weakly collisional electronegative plasmas by 

Kolobov and Economou [81]. Making the assumption that the negative ions 

simply constitute an additional species in thermal equilibrium, there is little 

difference between their results and those of Sato and Miyawaki [79]. They 

found that at very large electronegativities the potential drop across the 

double layer can be on the order of the electron temperature. These works 

are closely related, and bear-much resemblance, to tha t of Braithwaite and 

Allen [26] with multiple solutions for the edge potential being observed close 

to the critical values, and an identical critical value for the temperature ratio 

emerging.

Deutsch and Rauchle [82] attempted a similar study, focusing on the 

electric field, particle, motion and charge-density distribution in the vicinity 

a probe immersed in an electronegative plasma. They proposed yet another 

electronegative ion-transport peculiarity.

By including the most relevant terms in the momentum balance equa

tion for negative ions, they found that, if the density of the negative ions 

is smaller than some critical value, njj, the momentum transfer from the 

positive ions to the negative ions by coulomb collisions is larger than the 

momentum change due to the electrostatic force and the frictional force 

combined.

Thus, when nn < n* they proposed that the negative ions move in 

the same direction as the positive ions. Rather than core-halo stratification, 

therefore, they propose that at sufficiently low negative ion densities, nega

tive ions may still reach the sheath edge despite the large potential. These 

negative ions are assumed to enter the sheath edge with a finite velocity but 

are almost entirely reflected over a small distance.
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Figure 2.2: Oscillating double layer structure obtained by Kono [83], io is the
normalized current to the probe fto oc l / \ 2D). Left: ao = 1.5, quasi-neutral (qn) 
approximation breaks down at one point only (conventional sheath edge). Right: 
ao =  2.0 , quasi-neutral approximation breaks down at two points separated by an 
extended region. Solving the equations numerically fo r  finite e, they found a non
monotonic potential profile over the region separating the two breakdown points.

2.3.3 Potential Oscillations

Utilizing the assumption of Boltzmann equilibriums for both negative species, 

Kono [83] derived an expression for the electric potential profile in a colli- 

sionless electronegative discharge adopting the positive ion free-fall model. 

In keeping with common probe theory convention, he defined the plasma as 

semi-infinite with rj = 0 at the point r  = oo.

Analytical (e =  Xd /L  = 0, i.e. quasi-neutrality) and numerical (e > 0) 

solutions for different values of ao and 7 , are shown in figure 2.2, with 

the probe/wall placed at xr> = 0. As xjj —> 0, the assumption of quasi- 

neutrality must eventually breakdown. This point is generally regarded as 

corresponding to the sheath edge and is defined by dr]/d£ —> 00. However, 

as found in many previous studies concerning electronegative plasmas, once

7 exceeded the critical value of > 5 +  \/24 > r/(x) became a multi-valued
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collisionless collisional

Figure 2.3: Charge particle profiles recovered by Sheridan et al [84]■ Oscilla
tions are shown to persist as we move from  the collisoinless regime to a moderately 
collisional regime.

function, this time explicitly of position.

Kono argued that a double layer will only form when <f> becomes multi

valued and the closest discontinuity to the probe is the high potential dis

continuity. r/_ therefore jumps discontinuously from a high potential value 

(characterized by the electron temperature) to a low potential as the location 

of the discontinuity associated with the low potential location “overtakes” 

the equivalent high potential point.

The curious “double layer” structures uncovered by Kono are shown in 

figure 2.2. Kono asserted that these, somewhat unphysical looking oscilla

tions, were not manifestations of an underlying numerical inconsistency, but 

are valid solutions to the problem as defined. Thus, the obvious question — 

are they manifestations of an underlying physical inconsistency — incited 

yet more controversy!
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2.3.4 Oscillations: Real or Artifact?

Similar oscillating potential structures were subsequently observed by other 

authors investigating the potential distribution in electronegative plasmas 

in both the collisionless [4, 84, 85, 86] and moderately collisional [84, 85] 

regimes, and were also observed by Schott [87] in his collisionless fluid model 

of an electropositive plasma containing an additional, mono-energetic, fast 

electron population. However, such structures were not observed in the 

kinetic treatments of [52, 80, 85, 88] leading many to conclude that they 

were, in fact, artifacts associated with the fluid equations applied at low 

pressure.

Franklin [56] argued that the origin of the potential oscillations ob

served by Schott was physically inconsistent model assumptions, and so this 

work may be dismissed. However, this criticism did not extend to the elec

tronegative works cited above. In reference to these works, Franklin agreed 

with the conclusion of Sheridan et al. [4] that these oscillations are the re

sult of quasi-neutrality being violation at a point where the Bohm criterion 

is not satisfied1.

At the time it was generally agreed that replacing the fluid ions with 

kinetic ions, having finite temperature and source term would considerably 

alter, and likely destroy, these potential (and associated space-charge) oscil

lations. Thus, it seemed clear that these oscillations had no direct physical 

significance. Sheridan [80] noted that

. . .  the kinetic model is not allowed the luxury of oscillations -  

it is clear from [equation (1 .8)] that the potential must increase 

monotonically as a function of position ...  If this were not the

‘It would appear as though these authors are implying an analogy between these os
cillations, and those observed by Riemann under certain conditions in which the Bohm  
criterion is violated when e is finite [89],
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case, then the radical1 in the denominator of the integral would 

be negative, and a real solution would not exist.

He goes on to note that, in the limit of collisionless ion flow, ions created 

in the vicinity of an oscillation minima, being born at rest, are trapped there, 

leading to a singularity in the steady-state density profile. In fluid models 

however, ions are born with the local ion velocity and so non-monotonic 

potential profiles are possible.

Kono [74, 90] highlights the ‘chicken-and-egg’ nature of the first of 

these arguments noting that, while ion trapping may forbid a non-monotonic 

profile, plasmas with monotonic profiles necessarily forbid ion trapping! 

Franklin [58] argued against the second of these points, highlighting the 

fact that the ion source term in the momentum balance fluid equation could 

be trivially modified to allow for ions born at rest. The additional term 

takes the form of a frictional term, and would not necessarily destroy the 

oscillating structure.

Franklin [58] observed a subtle trend emerging from the existing body of 

work concerning these oscillations. He noted that the previous works [4, 55, 

79, 80, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87] constitute a hierarchy of geometries where positive 

ion flow at the boundary ranges from strongly converging (e.g. probe tip 

[83]) to strongly diverging (e.g. cylindrical chamber wall [55]). He concluded 

that oscillations are strongest for convergent flow and essentially do not exist 

in diverging flows.

In response to, and in light of [58], Kono [91] attempted to establish 

definitively the physical significance of these oscillations. Combining the 

most relevant features from previous kinetic treatments [85, 88] with the 

insight into the fluid treatment offered by Franklin [58], he constructed a 

JIn mathematics, the term radical is used to refer to the symbol
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kinetic simulation of divergent plasma flow to a cylindrical probe of finite 

width. This simulation could be qualitatively varied from collisionless to 

collisional with a specified bulk positive ion temperature. He also modified 

the fluid treatment to incorporate collisions (as was done previously in [84]) 

and finite positive ion temperature.

With these two models Kono demonstrated that relaxing the cold pos

itive ion assumption led to a narrowing of the oscillation parameter space, 

but, even in the limit of Tp —> Te, this space remained finite. He then 

compared the output of his collisionless fluid model, in an oscillating pa

rameter regime, with that of the PIC simulation. Somewhat surprisingly, 

he found excellent agreement between the model and simulation spatial pro

files. Introducing weak collisionality into the model was found to alter the 

PIC profiles dramatically. However, a time-averaged non-monotonic po

tential profile remained. This demonstrated that such structures could be 

supported in a kinetic-/collisional- ion discharge.

Examining the temporal behavior of the potential profile observed in 

the kinetic simulation, revealed a spatio-temporal dynamics which effec

tively ‘pumped’ trapped ions out of the time-averaged potential well. This 

work appears to offer the final word on these oscillations. Though they are 

readily found in collisionless fluid models, realistic plasma kinetics tend to 

act to suppress such structures in all but the most specific of imaginable 

cases [91]. However, that they have some physical basis above that of a 

numerical/physical artifact appears to be true.

2.4 Summary

Rather than attempt to recapitulate the multitude of conclusions and ob

servations, of which this chapter is itself intended to be a summary, we have
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simply chosen to conclude with the following incisive, and broadly applica

ble, quotation [84]

For small negative ion concentrations or high collisionality, the 

discharge is ‘stratified’, with an electronegative core and an elec

tropositive edge. For the opposite conditions, the discharge is 

‘uniform’ with the negative ion density remaining significant at 

the edge of the plasma. Between these cases lies the special case 

of a double-layer-stratified discharge, where quasi-neutrality is 

violated at the edge of the electronegative core.
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ID #  Regime Assumptions Scaling

{a »  M ^ / ubo)'6}(1) low pressure 
mod. high neo 
(mod. ao)

(2) low pressure 
mod. low neo 
(mod. high ao)

(3) high pressure 
mod. high neo 
(mod. high ao)

(4) high pressure
& mod. /  low neo
(6) (high ao)

(5) low pressure
low neo 
(high a 0)

en-ep segregation 
Boltzmann negative ions 
Da+(x),D'a+(x') «  const. 
a(x) = a 0( l  -
ne(x) = n e0 (0 < x  < Ip) 
u(l-) < cs

en-ep segregation 
Boltzmann negative ions 
Da+(x),D'a+(x') «  const.
a(x) =  a 0( l  -  f r )  
ne(x) = ne0 (0 < x < lp) 
u(l~) = cs

en-en segregation 
a[x) — ao
a{x') = a0 (^1 -  1 ^ J

ne(x) = neo (0 < x < lp) 
u(l_ ~  lp) < cs

en-en(-ep) segregation 
a(x) = ao
a(x') =  a 0 ( l  +  ^  +dl2 l- ') j  
u(£_) =  cs

single en region 
Boltzmann negative ions 
a(x) = ao(l — x2 /lp) 0 
ne(x) = ne0 (0 < x < Ip) 
u(l_ =  lp) — uB(a_)

a 0 oc (plp)l/,1 (neolp) 2/5
l / l p  OC (rieO^p) ^

oc (p ip r 1 ' 2

{ a  <  [ u ( l ) / u B 0 )}  

a 0 oc (p£p)1/2(neo£p)_1/2 
l / l p  ~  1

r +™ oc (plp)~1 / 2 {neolp) ~ 1/2

a 0 oc (p£p)1/2(neohp)_1/2 
£//P ~  1

oc (plp ) ~ 1/2( n eolpy 1/2

a 0 OC (plpY^irieolp) 1//2 
h/£p oc (php)3/4(neohp)_1/4 

1%  oc (pip)1^4(ne0g - 1/4

Equations become 
complicated
Scaling similar to (3)

Equations become 
complicated 
Generally Unimportant

Table 2.1: Tabulated summary of the of the scaling laws and parameter regimes
identified in [64]- a is a nondimensional parameter given by a = 2 vizX/iruBo (see 
Appendix C). The parameters x and x' referred to the space within and outside 
the core. In other contexts it is indicated by the accompanying range. Mod. => 
moderate/moderately. Note, seating with low Qq does not strictly extend to «o < 1.
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3

Simulations

The need for computer simulations in the field of plasma physics spawns from 

the fact that as plasma applications become more advanced the accompany

ing theory pushes ever further beyond tractable mathematics. Often accu

rate reproduction of experimentally observed phenomenon requires a model 

which incorporates a range of physical features including electromagnetics, 

particle kinetics, fluid mechanics, statistics, chemistry, radiation, ionization 

and surface physics. Incorporation of even a small number of these phe

nomena, quickly leads to extremely complex models which are analytically 

unappealing.

This situation is compounded by the fact that much theoretically im

portant data is often difficult to attain experimentally with any reasonable 

accuracy/apparatus. As a result computer simulations are often called upon 

in place of physical experiment, and therefore must often retain a great deal 

of the known system complexity.

The pros and cons of creating a computer experiment have been sum

marized by Eastwood in [92] as follows
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Its limitations are that it can handle only a small range of scale 

lengths, it uses only known physical laws and is subject to nu

merical errors and finite computer resources ...

Its strengths are that it aids theory where nonlinearity, many 

degrees of freedom and lack of symmetry are of importance, and 

it aids experiment where devices are expensive, data are inacces

sible, phenomena are complex and interpretation is ambiguous.

In this work we have used a Particle-in-Cell (PIC) simulation to exam

ine in detail the dynamics of a typical electronegative discharge. We have 

attempted to construct a benchmark set of reference data over a relatively 

wide, and industrially significant, parameter space.

and a velocity Vj (= (v i,v 2 , V3)3-), j  = 0,1, • ■ ■ N . The state of this system at 

time to is fully prescribed by a single point in 6N  dimensional phase space, 

while its evolution in time corresponds to the motion of this point. Thus, 

if we are to model this system we require a mathematical relation which 

describes the motion of this point from some initial state. We may formally 

derive such a relation by considering the exact “microscopic” phase-space 

density function, F (x ,v ,t) ,  of the species s. Normalizing this distribution 

such that its velocity integral is the ordinary (coordinate-space) particle 

density, gives [93]

3.1 P lasm a A bstraction

3.1.1 K inetic D escription

Consider a set of N  identical particles each having a position Xj (= (x\, x?, £3)j)

(3.1)
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Simple phase space conservation considerations are used to obtain the 

equation for the evolution of Fs

¥ + " w ' +  “- ' f = °  <3-2> 

where as( x ,v , t ) is the s-species particle acceleration (given by the Lorentz 

force as =  (qs/m s)(E  +  v  x B )  when dealing with charged particles).

Thus, we find that the evolution of the distribution function, which 

completely describes the plasma state, is determined by a single first-order 

partial differential equation. However, the apparent simplicity of equation

(3.2) is misleading. In practice, the form of the microscopic distribution 

function (essentially a collection of Dirac delta-functions) is such that it 

makes numerical solution of this equation an immense task.

The first (of often many) simplification generally introduced to reduce 

equation (3.2) to a more tractable form is the use of an ensemble-averaged 

distribution function, f s = (F) e n se m b le  [93]. This new distribution function, 

and its associated electric and magnetic fields, are sufficiently smooth so as 

to allow a reasonable numerical treatment. However, the extraction of an 

ensemble-averaged equation from (3.2) often requires several assumptions 

and is not a trivial task. The problem is that the nonlinear acceleration 

term in (3.2) involves correlations between the individual particle trajecto

ries and the self-consistent fields. This correlation must be considered sepa- 

ratelyby introducing an additional, generally complicated, operator known 

as the collision operator, C (f). Subsequent simplifications and assumptions 

eventually lead to the ensemble-averaged kinetic equation [93]
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where the second term on the rhs accounts for particle creation/destruction.

In practice, it is usually equation (3.3), and not (3.2), which is taken 

as the starting point for mathematical analysis in plasma physics.

3.2 Particle-in-C ell Sim ulation

For plasma phenomena where collisions are not negligible, and yet the 

plasma is not near-Maxwellian, a kinetic model is required. These may 

be regarded as brute force techniques which resort to fully solving the ki

netic equation, (3.3), using a minimal number of assumptions. They are 

extremely computationally expensive when compared to more basic models 

but have found wide scale application in plasma physics due to their reli

ability. The typical numerical technique employed in these simulations is 

the Particle in Cell (PIC) technique, and it is this technique that will be 

described here.

The PIC technique discretizes the problem by replacing the continuum 

with a set of sample points (particles), the derivatives with an appropriate 

numerical method, and the hyperbolic equations with ODE’s for particle 

trajectories. According to [92]

The PIC method provides an alternative route to achieving the 

advantages of both Lagrangian and Eulerian methods. To achieve 

this, they exploit the real characteristics of hyperbolic systems.

The hyperbolic terms in the differential equations are treated 

in a Lagrangian fashion, while the parabolic and elliptic terms 

are dealt with using Eulerian meshes. To advance the hyper

bolic terms, the continuum is replaced by a set of randomly 

located sample points (particles), each carrying conserved at-
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tributes such as mass, position, and charge. Time advancement 

of the kinetic model PDE’s then consists simply of moving the 

particles.

For illustrative purposes a grossly simplified PIC scheme is portrayed here. 

More details concerning the specifics of the PIC-MCC simulation used in 

this work is presented in the next section.

The plasma medium is first deconstructed into a set of N  particles. 

Each simulation particle (or supera particle) can be thought of as repre

senting many physical particles. These particles are distributed such that 

statistically averaged quantities obtained from the distributions correspond 

to desired macroscopic plasma parameters.

For a point particle at position X{ the potential, cf>, and electric, E, 

fields are obtained from Poisson’s equation [94]

The force on a particle i due to all other particles in an electrostatic plasma

from which the new position of particle i can be found using simple Newto

nian mechanics

V 2</> =  ——q5( x  — X i) (3.4)

E  = -Vcj) (3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

aAs in superimposed.
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(O Q\
dt ~ vi ( }

If one was to proceed directly with this algorithm, simulating a large 

number of particles, it would quickly become apparent that such an ap

proach is extremely impractical. Firstly, wrt computational efficiency, each 

step would require that equation (3.6) be evaluated N  times, where the sum

mation in (3.6) would itself contains N  terms [94], That order N 2 operations 

per step is undesirable is clear once one considers that a typical simulation 

require a minimum of several thousand particles and tens of thousands of 

time steps.

In addition, as each particle is a superposition of a large number of 

physical particles, the forces between simulation particles are much larger 

then those between real particles and the associated collisional effects are 

much greater (especially close range collisions, where the force becomes in

finite at zero separation in the case of point particles) [94], In order to 

reduce these collisional effects the so-called finite-size-particles method is 

used. This method essentially replaces the coulombic force between parti

cles by one which is Coulombic at large distances but goes to zero for short 

distances, retaining the collective behavior while reducing the collision rate

[94].

With the point particles being replaced by finite size particles, the 

charges become smeared out over a finite region of space, and density vari

ations over regions smaller than the size of a particle cannot be resolved. 

This implies that in making calculations one may divide the space into cells 

which are about the size of a particle the spatial grid. Now to solve 

Poisson’s equation one does not use the exact charge density as indicated 

above, but instead employs an approximate one obtained by some form of
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low-order weighting of the charge densities about the grid points. For finite 

sized particles, multi-pole expansions converge quite rapidly, and it is rarely 

necessary to carry it beyond the dipole order [95].

Having charges distributed on a regular grid allows rapid numerical 

solutions of Poisson’s equation. Once this is done a standard ‘leap frog’ finite 

difference explicit scheme b can be used to advance the particle position and 

velocity in time:

v"+1/2 =  + ^ A  t (3.9)
1 * rrii

x 1} * 1 = x?  + v?+l/2A t (3.10)

with the following minimum step-size restrictions [97]

ujpcAt < 2 (3.11)

^  < 2 (3.12)

along with the well known CFL (Courant-Fredrichs-Lewy) condition

£  <  1 (313)

Equation (3.11) and (3.12) are essentially physical restrictions, and sim

ply amount to the requirement that steps size in space and time must be 

smaller than the smallest space/time length scales associated with the prob

lem (in this case, defined by the Debye length and the inverse of the plasma

hThe leap-frog algorithm is commonly used for t he propagation of waves, where a low 
numerical damping is required with a relatively high accuracy (96).
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frequency, respectively). Equation (3.13) is a generic numerical restriction 

which states that the simulated medium’s velocity must not exceed the char

acteristic propagation speed of the numerical mesh, A x /A t  [98]. In a PIC 

scheme, this acquires the relatively simple interpretation that particles may 

not generally traverse a distance greater than one cell length in a single 

time-step.

Conditions (3.11) and (3.12) may be relaxed by changing from an ex

plicit scheme, as outlined, to an implicit scheme. Such schemes are generally 

more difficult to implement and computationally more expensive per step, 

but they may improve overall algorithm performance if a sufficiently large 

step size differential is achievable. However, one should be cautious when 

interpreting the results of such schemes. While implicit evaluation may in

sure numerical stability to very large time steps, there is no guarantee that 

the stable solution retains the physical integrity of the underlying algorithm

[97].

There are several additional physical and numerical issues which must 

be addressed before a practical PIC simulation may be implemented. How

ever, the essential idea of reducing the problem to near first principles by 

using Maxwell’s equations and Newtonian mechanics to push individual par

ticles through phase space, as illustrated above, remains in even the most 

advanced variants of this technique.

3.3 EN: A  ld 3 v  PIC -M C C  Sim ulation

The PIC simulation used in this work is a ld3v PIC-MCC electrostatic 

simulation which has been developed by Prof. Miles Turner. As this code 

was not developed as part of this project, it will only be discussed briefly 

here. A comparison between this simulation and several other similar codes
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may be found in [99]. A similar simulation is discussed at length in [100],

The simulated discharge is formed between two charge-absorbing float

ing walls separated by a gap of 5 cm and sustained by a uniform rf current 

(13.56 MHz) along the direction perpendicular to the simulated dimension. 

In this way the electrons are heated in a manner similar to that observed 

in an inductive discharge, with a notable exception. In real inductively 

coupled discharges, the skin effect confines the heating field to a typically 

narrow region close to the coil.

The amplitude of the transverse electric field, E q, is not a valid sim

ulation input. Instead one must specify the amplitude of the transverse 

electron current density, Jq. The electric field amplitude is then varied in 

time by the simulation, so as to maintain this current density. In this way 

one avoids the unphysical instability associated with a constant electric field 

amplitude0.

As discussed in the previous section, the PIC simulation technique 

becomes cumbersome at high densities. Thus, we have restricted ourselves to 

relatively low plasma densities in our simulations and, as a result, neglected 

coulomb collisions. This assumption is examined in figure 3.1.

The appended MCC tag denotes that collisions between charged par

ticles and the background gas have been modeled using a Monte-Carlo col

lision technique [95], It has recently been shown that handling collision 

chemistry in this way can adversely influence the integrity of the PIC kinet

ics [101]. However, the parameter regime investigated in this study should 

not be influenced greatly by these effects.

The background gas composition, density and temperature are mod

eled as being uniform in space and constant in time. The gas chemistry

“Constant transverse electric field amplitude, leads to an unstable positive feedback 
regime where power absorbed by the electrons is proportional to the electron density [85].
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Energy [eVJ

Figure 3.1: EEDF’s cal.culal.ed using a zero-dimensional kinetic simulation of
an argon plasma. Pressure is varied from top to bottom: 1 mT, 10 mT, and 100 
mT. We see that at plasma densities below 1016m-3 the Maxwellianizing effect of 
electron-electron collisions becom.es negligible.

Low Density (ne ~ 1016 m 3)High Density (n ~ 1019 m 3)

1 2 3
Energy [eV]
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is therefore independent of the discharge chemistry and conditions. This 

approximation, which is commonly employed in PIC simulations, is anal

ogous to the physical limit of infinitesimal gas residence time. Additional 

background particles generated in chemical reactions are simply discarded. 

Surface reactions have also been neglected, with the exception of self con

sistent charged particle pair losses.

3.4 Benchm ark Sim ulations

The benchmark study conducted as part of this work, follows the evolu

tion to steady state of four charged species -  e, A r+, O J, 0~  -  in an 

A r / O i(l0 2 {a1 A5)) background gas using the PIC-MCC simulation dis

cussed in the previous section.

A rich chemistry set containing additional excited, dissociated, and 

charged species has been used. This chemistry data is summarized in tables 

3.1, 3.2 and 3.3. The supplementary species, such as A r*, O3, and 0 +, are 

produced in chemical reactions, forming channels through which simulated 

species may be created/destroyed, but are subsequently discarded.

This survey covers a particularly large parameter space (electropositive 

to electronegative, atomic and molecular, approximately collisionless to col

lisional, recombination-dominated to detachment-dominated). In all, this 

study consists of just over 50 simulations'1 (figure 3.2).

In real discharges the dominant negative ion loss mechanism may be 

inextricably linked to the background gas composition, which itself is a func

tion of the discharge parameters. Most notably, oxygen is characteristically 

recombination-dominated at low pressures and high electron densities, while 

it becomes detachment-dominated at high pressures. In between these lim- 

dIncluding the additional Ar  and O2 simulations, discussed later.
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1.00 Ar
0.00 O,

2

Recombination Dominated
[Ar/OJ

0.99 Ar 
0.01 0 ;

Benchmark Set

100 mT

Detachment Dominated
[ Ar/0,/0 (a'A )* ]

_____________________ -  A  ____ 8 __  _________

0.98
0.02

1 mT

Figure 3.2: Tree structure illustration o f the benchmark simulation set. Neutral
pressures of 1 m T, 10 mT, and 100 m T  correspond approximately to the collision- 
less, transitional and collisional regimes, respectively. Gas composition is varied 
f iv m  pure A r to pure On, as shown.
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its, both process are important [62],

In our simulation, the assumption of infinitesimal residence time effec

tively decouples the gas composition from the discharge parameters and so 

we are free to impose the dominant negative ion loss mechanism indepen

dent of the parameter space in which we chose to operate. As illustrated 

in figure 3.2, at the highest level we therefore split our simulations into two 

categories - recombination- and detachment- dominated.

Adding a large amount of 0 '2(alA g) to the Ar/O z  background gas, 

shifts the dominant loss mechanism from ion-ion recombination (0 ~ + 0 % —■►

O + O2 and 0~  +  Ar~  —> O + Ar) to ion-metastable detachment (0~  + 

0 2(a1A!?) —> O3 +  e). The 0 2(a1Ag) density chosen (no2(a1A9) =  0.5nO2), is 

not intended to correspond to any physically significant, or even attainable, 

value but has simply been chosen to be sufficiently large so as to insure the 

dominance of detachment over recombination (note, for large Ar concentra

tions, A r+ +  0~  recombination remains significant).

Each simulation was run for several thousand rf cycles, so as to achieve 

a high level of convergence. The associated computational cost in real time 

ranged from a number of weeks, to a number of months, per simulation. To 

facilitate this computation a condor distributed computing network, com

posed of approximately 20 nodes, was utilized.

3.5 E ffective/R educed  C hem istry

As stated in the previous section, the chemistry data specified in tables 3.1, 

3.2 and 3.3 was used in our simulations. While we make no assertions as to 

the physical definitiveness or comprehensiveness of this chemistry, we note 

that it, at the very least, constitutes a closed set. However, the simplified 

manner in which the simulation models this chemistry renders a significant
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portion of these reactions redundant. Collisions involving particles other 

than the four simulated charge species and the three background gas species 

make no contribution to the simulations, since the density of these species 

is invariably zero. As a result, we have effectively simulated the discharge 

chemistry specified in table 3.4.

While it is important to acknowledge the deceptiveness of the chem

ical complexity alluded to in tables 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3, explicit identification 

of this reduced chemistry has an additional benefit. The transparency of 

this smaller set allows us to define an analytically desirable set of effective 

reaction rate constants. However, it should be born in mind that this re

duced chemistry is only applicable when utilizing the simulation assumption 

of fixed background gas density. These effective reaction rate constants are 

listed in table 3.4.

Utilizing table 3.5, the effective simulation continuity equation may be 

expressed as follows:

V  •  l -  e  —  K i z \ T b e T lg  +  K j lZ2 T le T lg  K a t t T l e T l g  K r e c e '^ e '^ Q '^  ~ t “  T ig

A
~T Kdcit'T^pTlQ —  ( h[ | Tl^r + V j j l  “h  h[2TlQ-+'U>B2')

(3.14)

A
^  “  Kizl'fl'e'Tlg Krecl'H,Ar+ '̂0 ~ yh 'll’H'Ar+V'Bl (3.15)

A
V ■ -̂ 0+ =  Kiz2'ft'eR'g ■̂ rec2̂ ,0+ '̂O~ -^rece^'e^/Q+ ^ ^ 2̂ q+'U'B2 (3.16)
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V  * T 0 -  —  K a n T l e T ig  K r e c \ ' f t jA r + r̂ ' 0 ~  ^ r e c 2 ' ^ ' Q + ' ^ jO ~

Kdet'ft'0 ~'ft/g -Kdete^e^O-
(3.17)
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# Reaction £ li, (e V )  Rate Coefficient (ni3 s 1) Ref

1 e + A r-*  e +  Ar 0 c [102]

2 e -1- Ar —» e +  Ar* 11.6 c [103]

3 e + Ar -* e + Ar** 13.1 c [103]

4 e +  Ar —> e + e -t- Ar'1' 16 c [104]

5 e + Ar* —*■ e +  Ar -11.6 c [103]

6 e + Ar* -♦ Ar** +  e 1.58 c [105]

7 e 4- Ar* -> e  +  e +  Ar+ 4.425 c [106]

8 e -I- Ar** —> e +  Ar -13.1 c [103]

9 e + Ar** -> e + Ar* -1.58 c [105]

10 e +  Ar** —> e + e -(- Ar+ 2.9 c [107]

11 Ar+ + Ar -> Ar + Ar+ 0 c [108]

12 Ar+ + Ar -> Ar + Ar+ 0 c [108]

13 Ar+ +  Ar —+ Ar* +  Ar+ 23.6 c [109]

14 Ar+ 4- Ar Ar+ +  Ar+ +  e 31.6 c [109]

15 Ar* +  Ar* —+ A i+ +  Ar +  e -14,4 c [110]

16 Ar* +  Ar —» Ar* -1- Ar 0 c [110]

17 Ar”  +  Ar —» Ar** -1- Ar 0 c [110]

18 Ar** -j- Ar — Ar* +  Ar 0 c [110]

Table 3.1: Table o f A r chemical reactions and associated rate constants. Note: 

A r* and Ar** correspond to the excited states ,4r(4s) and Ar(4p), reflectively, 

c => tabulated values o f n (S) obtained from  reference.
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#  Reaction

e +  O2 —* e + 0 2 

e +  0 2 -> 0  +  0 “

Ah (eV) Rate Coefficient (m s ) Ref

e +  0 2 

e +  0 2

e +  0 2

e +  0 2

e +  0 2 —> e +  0 2 

e +  0 2 —* e +  0 2

e +  O2 —► e +  0 2

8 e +  0 2 —> e +  02(a1Ag)*

9 e +  0 2(a1Ag)* —> e +  e -t- Oj^

1 0  e  +  0 a(a1Ag)* -> e  +  0  +  0

11 e +  0 2 ->e  +  0 2(b1£+)*

12 e +  0 2 —*■ e +  0 2

13 e +  O2 —> e +  O2

14 e +  0 2 —> e +  O +  O

15 e +  0 2 —>e +  0  +  0

16 e +  0 2 —>e +  0-)-0

17 e +  0 2 —>e +  0  +  0

18 e +  0 2 ^ e  +  e +  0 2

19 e +  0 2 ->e +  0  +  0(iS)*

20 e +  Oj" -> 0  +  0

21 O + 0 2 —♦ O +  0 2

22 e +  O —► O +  e +  e

23 O - +  O j -» O +  0 2

24 O +  0 2 O +  0 2

0

0

0.02

0.19

0.38

0.57

0.75

0.977

11

6

1.627

0.19

0.38

4.5

6

8.4

10

12.06

14.7

0

0

1.465

0

0

c [110]

c [110]

c [111]

c [110]

c [110]

c [110]

c [110]

c [110]

c [110]

c [110]

c [110]

c [112]

c [112]

c [110]

c [110]

c [102]

c [112]

c [110]

c [113]

c [114]

c [110]

c [115]

- 1 3  5 
^300 J [69]

c [110]

Continued on next page
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Table 3.2 — continued from

#  Reaction £th (eV)

previous page

Rate Coefficient (m3 s_1) Ref

25 0+  +  0 2 ^  0+  +  0 2 0

26 0 “ +  0  ^  0 2 +  e 0

27 0 “ +  0 2 -» 0 3 +  e 0

28 0 _ +  0 2(a1Ag)* —> 0 3 +  e 0

29 0 -  + 0 3 -» 0 2 +  0 2 +  e 0

30 0 -  +  0 3 -> Og +  O 0

31 0  +  0 3 —■> O2 +  0 2 0

32 0+  +  0 2 -» O j +  0  0

33 0  + 0 3 -» 0 2 +  0 2 0

34 e +  0 3 —> 0 2 +  O +  e 0

35 e +  0 3 —> 0~  +  0 2 0

36 + 0 2 0% +  0 3 0

37 O4 +  0 2(a1Ag)* —► 0^" +  0 2+  0

0 2

38 0+  +  0 2(b1S + ) * ^  0 +  + 0 2+  0

0 2

39 0 |  +  0 - ^ 0 3 +  0 ^  0

40 0 |  +  O -» +  0 2 0

41 +  0 2 —> O2 +  0 2 +  0 2 0

42 OaO^E+J* +  0 3 -» 0

0 2(a1Ag)* +  0 2(a1Ag)* +  O

43 0 2(b1S+)* +  0 - » 0 2 +  0  0

44 0 2(a1Ag)* +  O -» O +  0 2 0

0.5 x 10- 15 ( $ j )

0.5 x 10- 20 ( ^ )

3 x 10 16 ( 3̂  

0.53 x 10-*5 ( & )  

0.55 x 10-15 ( ^ ) ° U

V 300

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

10-17

2 x IQ' 17 ( ^ ) ° '5 _

1.529 x l 0 - 17( ^ ) °  ;’ 

2.24 x K T 14

io~17 

10-17 f l k Viu ^300 J
, 0.5

1 0 - 1 6  ( - S . ' ) 0  53̂00 J

10-1 6
3̂00 J

0.5

0.5
3 x 1 0 - 16 ( § j )

3 X iO-16 (sfc j

2 x 10-19 ( ^ ) ° - 5

1.8 x lO - 17
0.5

0.8 x 10-19 ( | l )

' i Szoo)

0.5

0.7 x 10~21

110

111

111

111

111

111

111

[69

111

111

111

111

111

111

111

111

111

111

111

111

Continued on next page
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Table 3.2 — continued from previous page

#  Reaction £th (eV) Rate Coefficient (m3 s-1 )

0.3319 x 10" 15 ( )  U

Ref

65 0(iD)* + 0 3 -> 0 2 + 0 2

66 O(iD)* +  0 3 -> O + O3

45 0 2"  +  0 - > 0 - + 0 2 0

46 O2 “I- O —> O3 H- g 0

47 O2 + 02(axAg)* 0 2+ 0 2+e 0

48 O2 + 0 2(bxS+)* -» 0 2+ 0 2+e 0

49 O2 +  O3 —> O3 +  O2

50 O3 +  O -» Og +  0 2

51 O3 + 0  —> 0 2 +  O2 +  e

52 O - +  0+  -> O +  O

53 Og +  0 ^ ^  0 2 +  0 2

54 O3 +  0+  -» 0 3 +  O

55 Og +  O j  0 3 +  0 2

56 O3 +  O j  —' O3 +  0  +  0

57 e +  O —> e +  O

58 e +  O —> e +  O(iD)*

59 e +  O(iD)* —> e +  O

60 e +  O —> e +  O(iS)*

61 e +  O(iS)* —> e +  O

62 e + O —>e +  e +  0 +

y300y

1.5x10-“  (§ j)0 5

2 x 10-ie  ( ^ ) ° ‘5 

0 . 3 6 x l 0 - 15( ^ ) ° 5 

0.4 x lO - 15 ( S j ) 0,5
_ /  -n \ 0.5

1.1 x 10“ 17
, /^NO.S 

^300 )

1.5 x

0 2-7 x 10 13 ( 1 ) [69]

0 2 x 10-13 ( i ) °  S [69]

0 2 » 10-13 ( S i ) 01' [111]

0 2 x 10 - a { ^ T [111]

0 10 -13 ( f t f [111]

0 c [110]

1.968 c [110]

-1.968 c [110]

4.192 c [110]

-4.192 c [110]

13.6181 c [110]

0 10-18 ( 4 )° '5 [111]

0 1.2 x i o - 16 ( ^ j ) 0'5 [111]

0 2 .4 x 10-16( ^ ) ° " [111]

0 2.4 x lO - 16 ( ^ ) ° G [111]

Continued on next page
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Table 3.2 — continued from  previous page

# Reaction Sth (eV ) Rate Coefficient (m3 s x) Ref

67 0(1 S)* +  O3 —* O2 +  0  + 0 2.9 x lO - 16 ( ^ j ) U'b [111]

O(iD)*

2.9 x lO - 16 ( ^ j ) 0'568 O(iS)* +  O3 —+ O2 +  O2 0 [111]

69 0 ( 1S)*+02(a1Ag)* -> O +O + 

0

0 0.34 x lO " 16 ( ^ ) ° ‘5 [111]

70 O(iS)* +  0 2(a1Ag)* -► 0 2 + 0 0.36 x lO - 16 ( ^ ) ° '5 [111]

O(iD)*

1.3 x lO - 16 ( | & ) 0'571 O(iS)* +  0 2(a1Ag)* -» 0  +  

0 2(b^Sg )*

0 [111]

Table 3.2: Table o f 0% chemical reactions and associated rate constants, c => tab

ulated values o f a  (£) obtained from reference.
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# Reaction Ah (eV) Rate Coefficient (m3 s x) Ref

1 Ar+ +  0 2 -> Ar +  0  j 0 0.51 x 10-ie [111]

2 Ar+ +  0  --> Ar +  0+ 0 0.64 x lO " 17 ( ^ ) ° 5 [111]

3 Ar* +  0 2 -» 0  +  0  +  Ar 0 2.1 x 10 -16 ( S f ) 0'5 [111]

4 Ar** +  0 2 ->• 0  +  0  +  Ar 0 2.1 x 10-16 ( ^ ) ° '5 [111]

5 O-  +  Ar+ -> Ar +  O 0 3 x  I Q " 13 ( & ) ° '5 [111]

6 O-  +  Ar --> CT +  Ar 0 0.87 x lO " 15 (S y ) 0,5 [116]

7 +  Ar --> 0 ^  +  Ar 0 0.697 x  10- 15 ( S f ) 0 ‘° [116]

8 Ar+ +  0 2 —> Ar+ +  0 2 0 0.741 x IQ" 15 ( |f c ) 0'5 [116]

Table 3.3: Table of Ar jOi chemical reactions and associated rote constants.
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£th (eV') Rate Coefficient (m3 s ) Ref

1 e +  Ar —> e +  Ar 0

2 e +  A r —>e +  Ar* 11,6

3 e +  Ar - » e +  Ar** 13.1

4 e +  A r —>e +  e +  Ar+ 16

5 Ar+ +  Ar —> Ar +  Ar+ 0

6 Ar+ +  Ar —> Ar +  Ar+ 0

7 e +  O2 —> e +  O2 0

8 e +  0 2 -> 0  +  0 -  0

9 e +  0 2 —> e +  0 2 0.02

10 e +  0 2 —* e +  0 2 0.19

11 e +  0 2 —>e +  0 2 0.38

12 e +  0 2 —> e +  0 2 0.57

13 e +  O2 —* e +  O2 0.75

14 e +  0 2 —> e +  0 2(a1 Ag)* 0.977

15 e +  0 2(a1Ag)* —* e +  e +  11

16 e +  02(a1Ag)* —> e +  O + O 6

17 e +  0 2 - ^ e  +  0 2(biS+)* 1.627

18 e +  0 2 —*e +  0 2 0.19

19 e +  0 2 —> e +  O2 0.38

20 e +  0 2 —̂ e +  O +  O 4.5

21 e +  0 2 —> e +  O +  O 6

22 e +  0 2 —> e +  O +  O 8.4

23 e +  O2 —► e +  O +  O 10

24 e +  0 2 —> e +  e +  12.06

25 e +  0 2 —>e +  0  +  0 ( 1S)* 14.7

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

[102]

[103]

[103]

[104] 

[108] 

[108] 

[110] 

[110] 

[111] 

[HO] 

[110] 

[110] 

[110] 

[110] 

[110] 

[110] 

[110] 

[112] 

[112] 

[110] 

[110] 

[102] 

[112] 

[110] 

[113]

Continued on next page
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T a b l e  3 .4  -  c o n t i n u e d  f r o m p r e v i o u s  p a g e

# Reaction fth  (eV ) Rate Coefficient (m3 S->) Ref

26 e + 0 ^ —* O + O 0 c [114]

27 O - + O2 — O - + O2 0 c [110]

28 e + 0 “ - t O + e  +  e 1.465 c [115]

29 0 + o £  —► 0  + O2 0 1.5 x 10~13 ^ 300
0.5

[69]

30 o j  + O2 —► o j  + O2 0 c [110]

31 0  +  O2 —* O3 +  e 0 0.5 x 10~20 ( 2 k )  
„ 300

0.5
[111]

32 0 + 02(a* Ag)* —► O3 +  e 0 3 x 10~16 ( Tq \ 0’5
3 0 0 ; [111]

0.51 x 10" 16
/  rjy .0 .5

33 Ar+ +  0 2 Ar + 0 + 0 (3 0 0 , [111]

34 0 “ +  Ar+ -*• Ar +  0 0 3 x 10~13 ( 4  V
300 J

.0
[111]

35 0 “ +  Ar —* 0 ~  +  Ar 0

\
0.87 x 10~15 ( T„ 

I 300

,0 .5
[116]

36 0 ^  +  Ar —> O.J +  Ar 0 0.697 x 10~1Sk̂
300

t
[116]

37 Ar+ +  0 2 - »  Ar+ +  0 2 0 0.741 x 10"1S ( h .  
\  300

\  0.5
[116]

Table 3.4: Reduced/effective chemistry. Self consistent in the limit o f infinitesimal 

gas residence time.
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Rate Constant Components

K a t t t i 2 K s

K i z 1 $ i K 4

k , z2 $ 2 ^ 2 4  +  ^ 3 ^ 1 5

K re c e A 'w

K r e c l K m

K rec2 K 29

K d e t t i 2K 'S \  +  '!?3 A '-j2

K d e te ^ 2 6

K e g i9 j ( / { " i  7^ 2 +  - ^ 3 ) +  ^ 2 ( ^ 7  *J" +  K \ o  +  K \ \  K \ 2  +  K \ s  

K n  +  K n + K i 8  +  K \ g  +  K 20 +  K  21 +  K 2 2 + K 23 +  A '25 )  + 1?3 K ia

K n g l?2 /£ '2 7 +  l?  1 ^ 3 5

Table 3.5: Effective rate constants const.i'ucted from table 3.4- i?i, t?2, and 1)3 

coirespond to the gas fraction o f the A r, O?, and O? (a1 A 9), respectively.
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C h a p t e r

4

Benchmark Analysis

In this chapter we will disclose the results of our simulations, focusing pri

marily on characteristics specific to electronegative discharges. Some effort 

will be made to relate our observations to the literature. Where the litera

ture is deficient, we will attempt to offer some original insight.

4.1 Prim ary Discharge Param eters

4.1.1 E lectronegativity

Possibly the most fundamental property characterizing an electronegative 

discharges is the central electronegativity, ao- Figure 4.1 illustrates how this 

quality varies with gas composition and pressure. Following the approach 

of Kono [74], we may account for this behavior using a simplified chemistry 

balance approach, in which negative ions do not reach the walls. In the 

recombination-dominated limit, this leads to the following simplified balance 

relation
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Recombination Dominated Detachment Dominated

- ‘■-J io" 10°

Figure 4.1: Centre electronegativity extracted from the simulations, shown as a
function of gas composition and pressure.

Recombination Dominated Detachment Dominated

Figure 4.2: Homogeneous effective electron temperature extracted from the sim 
ulations, shown as a function of gas composition and pressure. N ote: axis orien
tation chosen for optimal viewing and differs from figure 4-1 above.
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$ 2 ^ (xttT lgTlg Kf-QcTljpTlrfi (4.1)

where K rec is the density-weighted average recombination rate coefficient, 

np is the net positive ion density, and the Oi gas fraction is no longer implicit 

in Katt (i-e. K att does not correspond to the definition given in table 3.5). 

For simplicity we may regard K Tec as being a constant. Substituting for 

np in this equation by assuming quasi-neutrality and solving for nn/n e, we 

obtain the following expression for a

Thus, assuming K ait does not vary considerably over the electron tempera-

It was found that ne never increases by more than a factor of 2 when 

pressure was increased by an order of magnitude and always decreases as $2 

is increased. Thus, it is clear why a. increases in recombination-dominated 

simulations as both pressure and O2 concentration are increased.

For a detachment-dominated plasma, we can write the simple negative 

ion balance equation as

Again, assuming quasi neutrality and solving for n _ / n e we obtain

which, in our detachment-dominated simulations, becomes a  = 2K att/Kdet. 

Therefore a should be independent of pressure and 0 2 fraction. Clearly,

(4.2)

ture range observed, we find that a  oc ’dlf 2 [ng/n e)1̂ 2.

^2K atf,TleTig •— 'O3 TigTiri (4.3)
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this is not the case.

The reasons for this discrepancy are two fold. As there are no longer 

any parameters which may vary more rapidly, the change in K att with ksT e 

can no longer be ignored. Secondly, as we dilute the initial C ^/^M a1 As) 

gas with Ar, nAr+ increases and no2(a1Ag) decreases. Therefore, the ap

proximation of detachment-dominated chemistry breaks down at large Ar 

concentration.

One could also argue that neglecting both the ion profile structure and 

the change in K,]eL with kfjTn is too crude an approximation — even for 

qualitative analysis. However, we shall see in the next chapter that this is 

incorrect.

4 .1 .2  E le c tro n  T e m p e ra tu re

Figure 4.2 shows the electron temperature as a function gas composition 

and pressure. We see that Te decreases with increasing pressure in the limit 

of high oxygen gas fraction. In the opposite limit of high argon gas fraction, 

we see that Te decreases initially with pressure, but begins to increase slowly 

with increasing pressure above 10 mT. In the next chapter, we shall see that 

this non-intuitive behavior can be attributed to the significant depletion of 

the EEDF’s high energy tail as pressure and argon gas fraction are increased 

(see Appendix D).

In the recombination-dominated limit, we see that Te increases as oxy

gen is added to the background gas. In the detachment-dominated limit, 

however, the opposite trend is observed. This may be explained utiliz

ing simple particle balance arguments: Although the effective ionization 

threshold-energy decreases slightly as the oxygen gas fraction increases, the 

introduction of electron attachment constitutes a significant additional elec
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tron sink. As a result the electron temperature must increase so as to 

preserve particle balance. In the detachment-dominated limit, however, the 

large density of easily ionized oxygen metastables ('«-o2(a1 A 9) — \ n 0 2) re

duces the effective ionization threshold-energy considerably and detachment 

constitutes an additional electron source. Thus, the electron temperature 

falls with increasing oxygen gas fraction.

4.1.3 Structured Param eter Profiles

A great deal of the theory reviewed in chapter 2 relates to the occurrence 

of spatial structure in discharges containing a sufficient density of negative 

ions. Not surprisingly, our kinetic simulations reproduce this structure, as 

can be seen in figures 4.3 and 4.4.

Recombination-Dominated Profiles

Figure 4.3 shows the density, temperature, velocity and space charge pro

files obtained from the O2 recombination-dominated simulations at 1 mT, 10 

mT and 100 mT. We see that, at the lower pressures/electronegativities, the 

ion densities acquire a parabolic profile. As the electronegativity increases 

with pressure, these profiles become more flat-topped, as anticipated by 

the theory. The electron temperature appears to be quite uniform, consis

tent with non-local electron kinetics over the entire pressure range. The 

ion temperatures also appear to be relatively uniform in the low-field core 

region, but are seen to increase sharply at the core-halo transition points. 

This spatial segregation of both positive and negative ions into a hot edge 

population and a cooler core population may be easily understood if one 

considers what, physically, the property termed temperature corresponds to 

in our simulations.
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Due to the prevalence of non-Maxwellian energy distributions in plasma 

physics, the term ‘temperature’ (or, more correctly, ‘effective temperature’) 

is often used in reference to the mean energy of a specific population of 

particles, irrespective of the shape of the underlying energy distribution 

function. This definition becomes somewhat ambiguous when applied to 

beams of cold particles which, though defined as cold, may clearly possess an 

arbitrary amount of kinetic energy. Thus, the term is often more specifically 

understood to refer to the mean energy associated with the random motion 

of a collection of particles. The anisotropic nature of the self consistent fields 

generated within a plasma (most notable in a one dimensional abstraction) 

implies, therefore, that one should not incorporate the energy associated 

with a populations drift velocity into the term temperature. Our simulation 

diagnostics do not, however, make this distinction.

With this in mind, it becomes clear why the temperature of the posi

tive ions increases rapidly as they are accelerated across the double layer and 

toward the discharge walls. The similar spatio-thermal separation of nega

tive ions is the result of a related, though fundamentally different (since the 

negative ions are not swept out to the walls, or accelerated out of the core), 

process. Instead, negative ions which are created in the core remain there 

(until destroyed), while those created in the electropositive edge region are 

accelerated inwards by the electron confining fields, and therefore appear 

much hotter. We will return to the topic of the negative ion temperature in 

section 4.2.4.

A second feature worthy of comment is the behavior of the normalized 

ion velocity, u 0 +/uBa> where u sa is the local ion sound speed. At all three 

pressures we see that this velocity increases to a local maximum at a point 

where quasi-neutrality is locally violated (in contrast with the actual ion
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velocity, which increases monotonically). Given the conclusions of section

1.4 and 1.6.2, it is perhaps surprising to find that the value of u 0 +/uBa 

does not approach one at this point.

It is likely that this apparent discrepancy reflects the finite value of the 

plasma parameter, e =  Ad /L ,  in our simulations. Valentini [117], and later 

Kono [7], examined the ion sound speed away from the quasi-neutral limit 

of zero finite plasma parameter. Valentini found that the Bohm criterion 

remained valid but the ion sound speed must be modified according to the 

relation = (n+/ne)l/2cs. Riemann criticized such modification of the 

Bohm criterion, stating that there is no need and no justification for a 

modification of the Bohm criterion for finite e [118]. Instead he noted that, 

for finite values of e, the point at which quasi-neutrality is violated ceases 

to be well defined and the Bohm criterion loses its significance.

This assertion by Riemann, though correct, is not helpful. Clearly some 

significance can still be attributed to the normalized ion velocity as defined 

above, since breakdown consistently occurs in the locality of a maximum 

in this quantity. However, the correction proposed by Valentini is approx

imately of order one and does little to account for the discrepancy noted 

here.

It is perhaps worth noting that one may derive an expression for the 

electronegative Bohm criterion from kinetic theory. Assuming both negative 

species are in thermal equilibrium, we find [89, 119]

fJo m u
f(u)du  =  - - p j  (ne +  nn)deep

= n.
1 f 1 + a _7

sp -kftTe V 1 +  Q_

(4.5)
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1 mT 10 mT 100 mT

x [cm] x [cm] x [cm]

Figure 4.3: Primary state-variable profiles as a function of pressure extracted
from the Oi recombination-dominated simulations. Top (number density) /  Middle
(temperature): — ; — —  0 ~ ; -------e. Bottom (normalized space charge /
velocity):-------(5 x p/neo); — vq + / u b ■

This may be reduced to equation (1.25) by assuming cold positive ions and 

replacing the speed distribution function with a 5—function in the integral. 

However, when and 7 are sufficiently large, the velocity at which the 

above relation is satisfied may be close to the ion thermal speed (as is the 

case in our simulations), and the assumption of a 5-function replacing f(u) 

may need revision.

Finally, while collisions are known to encourage sheath formation at 

ion velocities lower than the Bohm speed [117], one would assume that such 

effects may be neglected at the lowest values of plp examined here.
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1 mT 10 mT 100 mT
2

F igure 4.4: Primary state-variable profiles as a function of pressure extracted
from  the 0% /0i(a} A g) ^ o 2/^ o 2(a'A3) =  %) detachment-dominated simulations. 
Variable identities given in figure Jt .3.

Detachment-Dominated Profiles

Figure 4.4 shows the equivalent profiles for the detachment dominated sim

ulations (Oz/Oiia^Ag)). As explained in section 3.4, we have not simply- 

substituted detachment for recombination. Instead, we have introduced a 

sufficiently large particle density (no2(a1A3)) =  0.5no2) of the negative ion 

destroying metastable 0 2 {a A g), so as to insure ion-metastable detachment- 

dominates over ion-ion recombination. Therefore, it is not surprising that 

the negative ion densities have decreased markedly3-.

What is perhaps surprising, however, is the pronounced increase in the

aNote that this is not a significant departure from real discharge physics. As ion-ion 
recombination is proportional to the ion densities (and cannot be prevented), detachment- 
dominated discharges must contain a sufficiently large density of detaching species so 
as to have electron-gas detachment dominate ion-ion recombination. Therefore, real 
detachment-dominated discharges necessarily have a relatively large density of detaching 
species and, as a consequence, a lower electronegativity than a recombination-dominated 
equivalent.
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negative ion temperature and the (related) loss of a distinct core-halo struc

ture. As noted in section 4.1.1, the electronegativity now decreases with 

increasing pressure and is in all cases less then unity. In the case of the 

low pressure simulations with higher electronegativities, a partial core-halo 

structure is still evident, but the large negative ion temperature and absence 

of an internal point of sonic positive ion flux, means the negative ion pro

file is considerably more diffusive than that observed in the recombination- 

dominated discharges.

Similar profiles obtained from the two-ion simulations are shown in figures

4.5 and 4.6. In these figures the pressure is once again indicated above the 

profiles while the background gas is now composed of both argon and oxy

gen, with n,Ar/no2 = 1- The trends observed in these discharges are direct 

extensions of those discussed in the single ion electronegative discharges and 

most do not warrant further comment.

One noteworthy feature, however, is the behavior of the normalized 

ion velocity, indicated by the solid (O^) and the dotted (A r+) lines in the 

bottom row of figures 4.5 and 4.6. At 1 mT, we cannot distinguish these lines 

from one and other. We may account for this observation by considering the 

ion dynamics in a collisionless discharge. In this limit, the ion velocity is 

given by equation (1.5). Normalizing this velocity to the local electropositive 

ion sound speed gives

where x =  0 corresponds to the center of the discharge and the potential is 

defined by (f)(0) = 0. As the rhs of 4.6 is independent of i, u'Ar+ (a:) =  u'Q+ (x )

89

A r / O ^d 0 2 (0} A5)) Profiles

(4.6)
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and both approach 1 simultaneously. Giving the collisionless solution the 

multiple-ion Bohm criterion, u'is =  1 Vi.

At 10 mT and 100 mT, however, the normalized Ar ion velocity begins 

to exceed the normalized oxygen ion velocity as they approach the edge 

of the discharge. Assuming negligible negative ion density at the plasma- 

sheath edge we may write the multiple-ion Bohm criterion, equation (1.51), 

in terms of normalized velocities, as follows

n A r+ ,s  , n O + ,s _  , .../2 +  12 ~  n O+,s +  n ^+ ,s (4-7)
UA r+ ,s U0 +,s

In this form it is easy to see that the collisionless solution (uAr+ a =

u ' + = 1) is a valid one. However, this cannot be a valid solution at finiteC/2
collisionalities, as we have noted that u'Ar+(x) and u'Q+ (x) are no longer 

equal. Instead, the Bohm criterion must be satisfied at a point where one 

ion has a super-sonic velocity, and one ion has a sub-sonic velocity.

Substituting the expression for the mobility-limited ion velocity, m & 

[HE into equation (4.7) gives

2
7T lj\r +

n A T+,s +  n O + ,s m G + f i 2n + .

u%r+tS = ------------------ ----- 2— °-a -  (4.8)
n A r+ ,s  +  n O f ,9

m O+ ^o+
nAT+'srn7 ^u ?  + n °i*  n,2f  = : -------- ---------------------------  (4 .9)

2 ’ n A r+  ,s +  ,s

Thus, the ion with the greater mobility attains the super-sonic velocity 

at the point where the two ion Bohm criterion is satisfied, while the second 

ions’ velocity must be sub-sonic at this point. This behavior is examined 

in more detail in Appendix E, where the following electropositive, mobility-
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Figure 4.5: Primary state-variable •profiles as a function of pressure extracted
from the Ar/O2 (riAr/no3 = 1) recombination-dominated simulations. Top (num
ber density) /  Middle (temperature): ■ ■ • Ar+; — O t; — —  0 ~ ; -------e. Bottom
(normalized space charge /  velocity):-------(5 x p/ne0); — v0 +/ub-

limited, multiple-ion Bohm criterion is derived

N+

Z i n a + Y ^ z m -  .

---------- — • (4-10)

£ nJS

4.1.4 D ouble Layers

The recombination-dominated profiles presented in figures 4.3 and 4.5 show 

that, in the limit of low-pressure /  moderate-electronegativity, a narrow in

ternal region in which quasi-neutrality is violated separates the electronega

tive core from the electropositive halo. This is consistent with the formation 

of a double layer between the two plasmas, as discussed in detail in chapters
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x [cm] x [cm] x [cm]

Figure 4.6: Primary state-variable profiles as a function of pressure extracted
from the Ar/Oi/Oi(al Aa) (hAr/no2 = 1; n o 2/ n o 2(.a*Ag) = 2) detachment- 
dominated simulations. Variable identities given in figure 4-5.

1 and 2.

Zooming in on this region (figure 4.7), we see that the potential drop 

across this space charge layer is on the order of ten times the negative ion 

temperature, in rough agreement with [88]. We also observe that the re

gion of positive space charge is followed immediately by a region of negative 

charge, bending the potential back towards zero gradient, as discussed in 

section 1.6. However, the area under the initial positive space charge por

tion of the profile exceeds that of the negative portion, resulting in a finite 

positive space charge at the electropositive edge. In comparison to the core 

region, the edge plasma is characterized by a higher electrical potential and 

a larger Debye length. Therefore, it is not surprising that the finite space 

charge is comparatively large in this region.

In the case of the highest-pressure /  highest-electronegativity, no ad-
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S5

10 mT 100 mT

Figure 4.7: Potential and space charge profiles formed at the core-halo transition 
of the recombination dominated simulations. Note: potential noimalized to the 
centre negative ion temperature.

joining region of negative space charge is observed after the initial formation 

of a region of positive space-charge. Instead the location of the core-edge 

breakdown corresponds to the conventional sheath-edge, as already noted 

to occur in discharges of sufficiently high electronegativity.

No indications of space-charge /  potential oscillations were evident in 

our simulations.

4.2 Comparison w ith  T heory

4.2.1 PQJ Analysis

One of the motivating factors behind the explicit reduction of the chemistry 

specified in tables 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3, to the form given in table 3.4, is that it 

affords us an opportunity to utilize and test, at least some of tire existing
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Figure 4.8: Normalized parameters P, Q, J as a function of gas composition and 
pressure.

theoretical treatments.

As an example, we may now define the normalized chemistry param

eters P, Q and J , at, least in the limit of zero Ar concentration. Figure 

4.8 displays the value of these parameters in the case of recombination and 

detachment-dominated 0 2.

We may now use equations (2.16), (2.17), (2.18), and (2.19), to estimate 

the discharge parameters ao and X c. We concede that these relationships 

are not intended for low pressure, but in the absence of a collisionless ion 

free-fall equivalent we evaluate their applicability to our simulation in figure 

4.9. In an effort to ascertain the correctness of either expression, the correct 

value of ao was used in equations (2.17) and (2.19) in place of the poor 

estimates obtained from equations (2.16) and (2.18). A modest, to poor, 

level of agreement is evident.
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Figure 4.9: Electronegativity and normalized electronegative core size extracted
from, the simulations and estimated using equations (2.16), (2.17), (2.18) and 
(2.19). — simulation, o calculated; □  calculated using ao .sim-

4 .2 .2  Io n  F l u x

Assuming a parabolic negative ion profile in the core region, gives [40]

a(x) = ao(^l - 0  < x  < I.. (4.11)

where I-  is the core half width and I is the scale length of the parameter.

Differentiating (4.11) wrt x  leads to the following expression for the flux at

the core-halo transition

r i„ =  W 'Z Sj p sL  (4.12)

where Da+ is given by equation (2.14), with a  = (2/3)ao.

If ions do not reach the local sound speed at any point in the core,
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but instead decrease gradually to zero, I fh I_ and equation (4.12) is fully 

determined. If, on the other hand, ions do attain the local ion sound speed 

at £_, I is determined by assuming a discontinuous negative ion profile, a 

then drops instantaneously from a_  to 0, and continuity of flux gives

■2^ >a-  ^ ° - e—- =  (a_ +  l)n e0uB(a -)  (4-13)

where a_  =  a(Z_).

An assumption implicit in the above formulation is 7 =  Tg/T e ~  7P ~  

7„ (see equation (2.14)). We have seen in section 4.1.3, that this is not a 

good approximation. Instead, a more general approximation for D a+, which 

does not make this assumption, was given in [85], and may be expressed as

P _ . p  1 +  7P +  (7P +  7n)«
Da+ -  Da+--------T T ^  (4'14)

Figures 4.10 and 4.11 compare the positive ion flux obtained from the sim

ulations with the flux estimated by equation (4.12), where both equation

(2.14) and (4.14) are used for comparison. All parameters are extracted 

from the simulations with the exception of I, which is estimated using equa

tion (4.13).

Examining figure (4.10), it would appear as though the assumption 

that ions have thermalised to the gas temperature generates better agree

ment between theory and simulation. This conclusion is compounded by 

the low pressure simulations in figure (4.11), with significant disparity ev

ident between the two approximated fluxes. This might suggest that the 

equations used to estimate the ion flux are dependent on the isotropic tem

perature component only, however this is unlikely. Instead we conclude that, 

at the very low pressures, the drift diffusion expression breaks down and the
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Figure 4.10: Positive ion flux and the assumption of electronegative ambipolar
diffusion. Top (positive ion flux): — simulation;-------estimated core, edge flux
using equations (4 -12 ) and (2 . 14); — • — estimated core edge flux using equations
(4 .12) and (4 -1 4 )- Middle: — Da+(a:) given by equation(4 -14) ; -------equation
(2.14) with a ~ ao>------ equation (4-14) a = ao- Bottom (Boltzmann
distribution test): — 0 ~; -------e.

positive ion flux is over estimated. The seemingly more accurate prediction 

when one assumes 7n =  7p =  7g i is therefore a mere consequence of the fact 

that D0j- has been underestimated. The higher pressure simulation in figure 

(4.11) supports this, though only marginally.

We also examine the behavior of the equation (4.14) over the core re

gion, as well as the assumption of Boltzmann equilibrium. We see that the 

conclusions Da+ «  const, and nrl(x) fa nno exp(r;(x)) at low pressure appear 

to be well satisfied. These figures affirm the hypothesis that Da-1_ can be 

approximated by a constant in the core, even with considerable variation in 

a(a;). However, we note that the value of D a+ is sensitive to the approxima

tions used for 7 , with the common approximation 7„ ~  7P ~  Tg/T e leading
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Figure 4.11: Positive ion flux and the assumption o f electronegative ambipolar
diffusion. State-variable identification given in figure 4-10

to a poor estimate of the actual value.

4.2.3 Core Size

Despite the somewhat inconsistent levels of agreement obtained thus far 

between the low pressure simulations and the principal electronegative the

ories, one may remain optimistic when estimating the extent of the ion-ion 

core. This is due to the fact that this property may be derived with only 

secondary reference to the specifics of the ion dynamics.

Franklin [20] suggests that one may easily estimate the core size using 

the continuity integrals of [38, 40]. In the original work, these integrals 

were used as part of a set of simultaneous equations which were solved 

simultaneously for Te, ao, £_ and I. Here, we are simply interested in our 

ability to estimate the core size, given the primary discharge parameters.
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1 mT 10 mT 100 mT

Figure 4.12: Profiles of a(x) (-------) anddao/dx (—). Note, da(x)/dx peaks
at approximate core edge transition point. This trend was used to extract the values 
plotted in figure 4-13.

To do this, we first assume a shape for the ion profile, determined by the 

parameter space in which we are interested. Using this approximate profile 

shape, we integrate the negative ion continuity equation from the center of 

the discharge to the wall, with the boundary conditions of vanishing negative 

ion flux allowing us to equate the resulting expression to zero. We show in 

detail how this is done below.

From the reduced chemistry reactions given in table 3.5, one may con

struct the following expression for the integral of the negative ion continuity 

equation in one-dimension

l l\ - r ndx = r n{ip) = o (4.15)
Jo
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recombination-dominated detachment-dominated

Figure 4.13: Electronegative core fraction extracted from the simulations as a
function of gas composition and pressure.

Jo
+ I Kdetn0-ngdx+ I J<'deienc,-neda; =  0 

Jo Jo
(4.16)

Note, the key to this procedure is the fact that integrals containing negative 

ions must vanish at the location of the core-halo boundary (x =  /_). This 

allows us to set their upper limit of integration to this, as yet undetermined, 

value. Assuming ne(x) to be well approximated by a constant in the core and 

a parabola in the edge region, and making the additional crude assumption 

that n,ir+ / n0+ «  const., (4.16) may be rewritten as

K(iitTlcTl-adx— I K reCiiTlQ~Tl^rH d.T +  I ^ T l f y -  dm
J o Jo 2
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I<aurieong f  adx +  ^ K <lltngnEo(lp -  l~) =  I<rec,l^eoCi [  a ( a  + l)dx- 
Jo •* Jo

- K rec,2TJ«oC2 / a (a  +  l)d s  -  KdatncQn.y / a d z  -  Kdcterfo / adx  
7o 7o */o

(4.17)

which may be rearranged, giving the following simplified form

I__ 2 r
—  =  — /vattflg (K rec._ 1C1 "f" -^rec,2C2)^eoT 1 

+  (-̂ "(ii’i^y “t" Kdetene0) ̂ *2 -• ~ A aM?lg j
(4.18)

where

1
T i =  — /  a ( a  +  l)da- ( 4 . 1 9 )

JO

T2 =  — /  a d s  (4.20)
£- 7o

One may obtain algebraic expressions for T 1 and T 2 by assuming a 

profile shape for the a(x-) in the core. Some popular approximations are 

listed.

1. A top-hat profile [20]

T i =  a 0(a0 + 1) (4.21)

T 2 =  a 0 (4.22)
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2. A parabolic profile decreasing to zero a t the core edge [38]

(4.23)

r  2 
= 3Q0 (4.24)

3. A parabolic profile in which the negative ion density decreases abruptly 

from some value, a_ , to zero at x = £_ (due to to local violation of 

the Bohm criterion) [40]

When ions do attain the local ion sound speed within the core, we 

may, once again, use equation (4.13) to estimate I. However, we show in 

Appendix B that this method is not robust and affords only moderate agree

ment. with our simulations. As we are interested in very low pressures (1-10 

mT), we instead estimated I using the low pressure estimate for a_  [1]

which has been be derived by combining the electronegative Bohm criterion 

and the Boltzmann relation for negative ions. The scale length I may then 

be obtained from (4.11), with x  =

Figure 4.14 shows the core-size estimated using conventional assumed 

7„ =  7  =  Te/T g. In the recombination dominated limit we have assumed

(4.26)

(4.27)
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recombination-dominated detachment-dominated

Figure 4.14: Core size estimated using equations (4-18) with 7n = 7P = 7ff.
Recombination-dominated estimated assuming a truncated parabola with the length- 
scale I estimated using (4-27). Detachment-dominated estimated assuming a 
parabolic profile with 1 = 1- .

truncated parabolic negative ion profile while, in the detachment-dominated 

limit, the a single scale-length parabolic profile was assumed.

While we observe a modest level of agreement between this figure and 

figure 4.13 in the recombination-dominated limit, very poor agreement is 

uncovered in the detachment-dominated limit. A reasonable conjecture is 

that this appreciable disparity may be attributed to the fact that the core 

structure is no longer well defined in this limit (see figure 4.12). However, we 

see in figure 4.15 that replacing 7  with j p and 7n as appropriate, and using 

the ion temperatures to estimate the reaction rates, leads to a considerable 

improvement in correspondence between the simulation and the theory.
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recombination-dominated detachment-dominated

Figure 4.15: Same as figure 4-U  with 7n /  7p f- %■

F igure 4.16: Homogeneous (density weighted) positive (left) and negative (right) 
ion temperatures as a, function gas composition and pressure.
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4.2.4 Ion Temperatures

Keeping in mind the interpretation put forward in section 4.1.3 for the sim

ulation parameter termed temperature, figure 4.16 shows the homogeneous 

ion temperaturesb obtained from the O2 simulations.

As noted previously, the negative ion temperature is considerably larger 

than that of the positive ions and the background gas, approaching 0(1) eV 

in the low pressure detachment dominated simulations. The tendency for 

negative ions to be heated disproportionately has been observed experimen

tally [120, 121, 122, 123, 124], as well as in in other kinetic simulations 

[64, 125]. However, no useful model, or appreciation for its significance in 

typical electronegative discharges, has been developed. One of the most ex

tensive commentary’s on the subject is given by Chabert [125] who notes 

that

. . .  the temperature of the hot [negative ions] is a ‘kinetic’ tem

perature arising because negative ions are created at different 

locations in the potential well, rather than a true ‘thermody

namic’ temperature.

However, some of the unphysical assumptions made in their hybrid- 

kinetic model renders their findings vague. Using a physically more con

sistent, fully-kinetic simulation, Kouznetsov [64] also observed negative ion 

temperatures which were approximately three times the positive ion tem

perature.

We account for this apparent negative ion heating as follows: The 

negative ions are created throughout the discharge. Those created in, or 

near, the sheath regions are accelerated into the plasma by the electron

bThe term ‘homogeneous’ is used here to denote the temperature estimated using the  
mean energy of all such particles in the discharge, regardless of location.
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recombination-dominated detachm ent-dom inated

Figure 4.17: Positive ion energy distribution functions as a function of negative 
ion destruction mechanism and pressure.

confining field, gaining a large amount of kinetic energy. Collisions, which 

scatter a small fraction of this energy into the ions true thermal energy, 

cool the ions effectively due to the comparable mass of the negative ions 

and the surrounding heavy particles. A proportion of the negative ions are 

rapidly heated once formed but equilibrate to the gas temperature soon 

after. At very low pressures the probability of a negative ion experiencing 

an elastic collision can be relatively low, and is reduced even further at high 

energies. Therefore, in a highly destructive environment these ions are often 

destroyed before being significantly cooled, raising the mean negative ion 

energy substantially.

Thus, the remarkably high negative ion temperatures generated in our 

detachment-dominated discharge simulations, can be attributed to reason

ably physical arguments.
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Figure 4.18: Negative ion energy distribution functions as a function of negative 
ion destruction mechanism and pressure. Note the ‘hump’ around 3 eV.

recombination-dominated„20 detachm ent-dominated20

The homogeneous ion energy distributions are shown in figures 4.18 and

4.17. The positive ion EDF’s are essentially Maxwellian, with a high energy 

tail composed of ions near or in the accelerating space-charge sheath. The 

negative ion EDF is more interesting with three distinct populations man

ifested by a two-temperature-type distribution and a high energy ‘hump’. 

The high temperature component of the two-temperature distribution is 

composed of ions created in medium field regions that have yet to lose their 

kinetic energy in collisions with the background gas. This population also 

possibly contains some ions which were originally very hot but have experi

enced a very small number of collisions. The low temperature component of 

this distribution, which is by far the most densely populated is composed of 

ions created in the low-field core region and hot ions which have been cooled 

by collisions with the background gas. The high energy hump, corresponds
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recombination-dominated detachment-dominated 
1

Figure 4.19: Negative ion temperature as a function of gas composition and
pressure.

to ions born in or near the sheath edge. These ions are born with a very 

large energy and are less likely to experience an elastic collision before being 

destroyed by attachment.

Assuming our account of the negative ion ‘heating’ mechanism is cor

rect, we may construct a crude energy balance equation containing the pro

cesses specified above. Ignoring the very obvious departure of the negative 

ion EDF’s from a Maxwellian distribution, a volume averaged energy bal

ance equation may take the following form

J &j>{y)Kaunt ngd V  =  -k g T ,, j  K Tec<inQ -T ij\r+dV

+ KreCt2n0 -rt0+dV + /  K (letn0 -n gdV  +  /  I<detenen„dV (4.28) 
Jv 2 Jv Jv J

+ —Sn(kBFn — kfiTg) j  I \ngTiQ- rigdV
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Making the same assumptions as those in section 4.1.4, we may similarly 

simplify this expression, yielding

— Z — "1 o
(Jp )J K aitTle()Tlg — — kBTn (-hCrec,lCl +  ■ĥ rec,2C2)̂ 'eo"̂ l̂ —

+  (^KrjeteTI,eQ -j" KdetTleQTlg^T2^— ~f“ ~ ^ B 'pn kB'pg)K-n.gTleOTigT 2 ̂ —

(4.29)

where Bc and £ft are the mean energies with which ions in the core and edge 

regions are created, respectively, and Sn is the kinetic energy exchange frac

tion characterizing collisions between the negative ions and the background 

gas.

Accurately accounting for the potential profile in the edge region is an 

arduous task. Instead, we crudely assume that ions born outside the core 

obtain, on average, an amount of energy corresponding to the presheath 

potential. Negative ions in the core are simply assumed to be created with 

the thermal energy of the background gas. Thus,

4 «  \ k BTe/2 £c «  ~kBTg (4.30)

For simplicity, we also assume Sn fa 1 . This gives the following implicit 

approximation for kBTn

l k B T n  ( K rec ,l{T n ) ( i  + + {K < le t(T n )n eo n g +

Kdete{Te)nl0 + K ng(Tn)ne0ng)T 2 = (4.31)

|fcj5 Tg +  — i)\K attneong +  | kBTgK ng(Tn)neongY 2
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recombination-dominated detachment-dominated

Figure 4.20: Negative ion temperature calculated using equation (4-31) with the 
values of l~/lp plotted in figure 4-15 used.

Equation (4.31) may be solved simultaneously with equation (4.18), for 

given values of ao, ticq, and fc«Te, to obtain a volume averaged estimation 

of kBTn. For simplicity, we have used the value for ksT n obtained from 

the simulations to estimate the reaction rates, calculated l~ /lv (i.e. values 

plotted in figure 4.15), and subsequently kjjT,, directly. The results of this 

calculation are shown in figure 4.20.
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5

Global M odel

Despite remarkable advances in numerical techniques and computing power 

over the past 20 years, efficient multi-dimensional modelling/simulation of 

low temperature plasma discharges has remained a considerable challenge. 

As a result, global plasma models have found extensive use when modelling 

discharges with large, convoluted chemistries. These models make many 

assumptions [1 , 126] which, strictly speaking, severely limit the parameter 

space over which they may be considered valid. However, due to their ex

ceptional computational efficiency, they are routinely applied to model dis

charges outside this space. Most notable, is the extension of these models to 

high pressure, multi-component, low-density, and electronegative discharges.

In most cases, model validity is established by comparison with exper

iment [43, 127, 128, 129, 130]. Model parameters and chemistry are some

times “tuned' until a satisfactory level of agreement is established [131]. 

Exact correspondence is, of course, never achieved but reasonable qualita

tive agreement can generally be expected. An obvious problem with this 

approach is that it is often difficult for one to determine unequivocally the
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extent to which discrepancies reflect model limitations. They may (and typ

ically will) also reflect errors and omissions in the chemistry data, as well as 

experimental error.

In this chapter we will attempt to address this issue. The validity of 

the most general, and frequently used, global model assumptions will be as

sessed by comparing a generic global model with our benchmark PIC-MCC 

simulations. In this way, we shall eliminate discrepancies associated with 

uncertain chemistry data and minimize experimental error (as the PIC tech

nique uses statistical diagnostics, there remains a finite error component).

It is not our aim to examine the performance of the many discharge- 

specific /  special-case models foimd in the literature [41, 43, 46, 132], In

stead, a simple, and quite general, model was developed for this work. It 

may be assumed that more elaborate, case specific (or empirically tuned) 

models will show greater efficacy.

5.1 The M odel

A global model assumes a discharge is fully characterized by its volume 

(V), surface area (A), mass-flow, absorbed power (P ), and gas composition 

[126], All spatial derivatives are omitted to facilitate efficient computation. 

The governing equations are derived from mass and energy conservation 

arguments, and may be expressed as a set of nonlinear ordinary differential 

equations. A general particle (mass) balance equation may be expressed as 

follows:

dnk _ F k _ S p TT „k /e
dt ~  v  y nk + Z ^ ai Ki t5,1)

t = l  j = l

where the index k identifies the chemical species, Fk is the mass rate of
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flow of species k into the chamber, Sp is the pump speed (V /Sp = Tr e s ), 

Np is the total number of chemical processes involving species k, a\ is an 

integer specifying the number of fc-particles lost/gained per collision in the 

i th process, K \  is the rate constant associated with the i th chemical process, 

and Nj° is the number of reactants involved in the i th chemical process.

The first two terms on the rhs of equation (5.1) represent the flow of 

particles into and out of the chamber, respectively. The last term accounts 

for particle production and loss within the chamber due to volume and 

surface chemical processes. It is this term that couples the set of equations 

to each other.

In addition to the JVk particle balance equations, an energy balance 

equation for the electrons is also solved. We have assumed that all ion and 

neutral species are thermalized to the background gas temperature, and 

that all power transfered to the discharge is absorbed by the more mobile 

electrons2. A general energy balance equation may be expressed as:

-  [~nekBTeJ — v  v  £ei ^  T

j=i
'p'.Vo, o .
E  ($W  -  l St ( kBTe -  k s T g M K f  n  nij)
i=l 2=1

where Aeff is the effective surface area defined by nitSA  = riifiAes, JVg is 

the number of positive ion species, Tb is the ion Bohm flux, A^Vol is the 

number of volume reactions involving electrons, £ei is the kinetic energy 

lost per electron-positive ion pair crossing the sheath, j is the threshold 

energy for process i, and 5f (= 2me/m eg) is the electron energy exchange 

fraction.
aTypically, in our simulations, power absorbed by the electrons >  0.999P.
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Equation (5.2) has three terms on the right hand side. These corre

spond to the rate of change of the electron energy density due to power 

absorption, electron-ion pair loss to the walls, and electron-gas collisions, 

respectively.

Due to the low electron density and the relatively large pressure range 

in our simulations, it would be imprudent to make the common assumption 

of a Maxwellian electron energy distribution function (EEDF). Therefore, we 

use the expressions derived in [133] to allow for a more general distribution 

of the form

f  (£) =  c i f 1/2 exp(-c2£x) (5.3)

where ci(x) and c2(x) are constants determined by normalization and x is 

a parameter controlling the shape of the distribution (x =  1 corresponding 

to a Maxwellian). As in [133], we may write the expressions for ci and c2 in 

terms of the gamma function, ]?(£)

* r (&)3/2
1 (§k*r.)wr&)w [ j

C2 = i rr ( 6 ) i 
akBTey Lr(&)

(5.5)

where

roc
r(£) =  / £̂ _1 exp{—t)dt £ > 0 (5.6)

Jo

and we have defined £p =  p j2x.

Accurate determination of the sheath edge ion densities is one of the 

more difficult challenges facing the particle balance scheme. Several methods 

have been developed to address this issue by formulating a simplified expres
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sion relating the ion density in the center of the discharge to the density at 

the sheath edge. These models are reviewed in Appendix C. A general form 

of Godyak and Maksimov’s h parameter [44], which aims to approximately 

capture the transitions from low to high pressure and from electropositive 

to electronegative regimes[43], is used here:

1 +  3a/7 f _____________ 086______________ -i
l '1 1 + a  I  [3 +  L / 2 \ i  +  ( 0 . 8 6 L u jB i i/ 2 7 r 7 D i ) 2 ] 1 / 2 J { J

where Ai and Di are the ion mean free path and the ion diffusion coefficient, 

respectively, L  is the planar plasma length, Uba is the ion Bohm speed, and 

a is the volume averaged electronegativity.

The negative ion density is assumed to have been reduced to zero at 

the sheath edge (consistent with our simulations) and so the simpler elec

tropositive Bohm criterion is used to estimate the ion flux to the walls [133]

W h  ( 5 - 8 )

When more than one positive ion is present, we assume that each ion species 

leaves the discharge with its own Bohm speed. We have not used the 

mobility-limited multi-ion Bohm criterion derived in Appendix E.

The sheath potential is estimated using the expression derived in [133, 

134] (modified for multiple positive ions):

[m, m r 2
/ —  Y " l b ^ . = f  Cl(x)(£ -  eVs ) 1/2 exp(~c2 (x)Sx)d£

^es  . yTTli J  eVs

(5.9)

Finally, the energy lost per electron-ion pair crossing the sheath is given 

by [133]:
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+ ^ k BTe + eVs (5.10)
Lr(£5)r(£4) r(fc)r(£i).

Using these generic equation templates, user specified chemistry files, 

and input parameters P  and x, the model generates and solves N s +  1 

coupled balance equations. The values for P  and x are extracted from the 

simulations, where P  is the mean power absorbed per radio-frequency (rf) 

period, and x is obtained from the time-averaged homogeneous EEDF using 

an automated procedure similar to that described in [135].

5.2 R esults

5.2.1 Ar

Figure 5.1 compares the output of the global model to that of the simula

tion for a simple electropositive argon discharge over the pressure range 1 

mT - 100 mT. Even in this rudimentary case, there is a discernible quanti

tative difference between the model and the simulation. While reasonable 

qualitative agreement is recovered by assuming a variable EEDF, the as

sumption of a Maxwellian EEDF at such low electron densities is shown to 

be detrimental to model performance. In all cases, the model consistently 

underestimates the electron temperature and overestimate the electron den

sity. The ion flux to the walls is similarly overestimated at higher pressures, 

as shown in figure 5.2.

Of course, it is well known that even in low pressure, collisionless dis

charges the assumption of a Maxwellian EEDF can be a poor one. Non-local 

electron kinetics can result in preferential heating of high energy electrons, 

producing a distinct, high temperature, electron population [136]. Figure

5.3 shows the variation in the electron energy probability functions (EEPF’s)
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Figure 5.1: Ar discharge parameters as a function of pressure model versus
simulation. Simulation data: — volume-averaged value; - - centre value; (■ ■ - 
homogeneous EEDF). Model data: A Maxwellian EEDF; o variable EEDF ; □ 
variable EEDF with modified ion transport parameter, h!.
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Figure 5.2: Ar+ ion wall flvx as a function of pressure. Data: — simulation; A 
model (Maxwellian EEDF); o model (variable. EEDF) ; □ model (h —* h').
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Figure 5.3: EEPF’s obtained from the simulation. Shown as a function of pres
sure for both the electropositive, atomic Ar discharge (left) and the electronegative, 
molecular O2 discharge (left).

102

10 ’

10° p [mT]P [mT]

generated by the simulations as pressure is increased. From this figure we 

see that the EEPF generated by the low pressure A r  simulations is best 

described by a three-temperature distribution, which is in agreement with 

experimental observations [137]. This tri-Maxwellian shape is not well mod

eled by equation (5.3). The smoother EEPF’s, associated with the O2 con

taining gases, also appear to be poorly modeled by this equation at low 

pressures. The slightly convex shape seen in this limit, gives values for the 

parameter x which are less than unity. As these values do not correspond to 

any reasonable physical limit, all such values are set equal to 1.0. As pres

sure is increased both distributions assume a more Druyvesteyn-like, single 

temperature form.
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5.2.2 Ar/02

Before one can compare the output of a global model with that of a finite 

dimensional simulation one must, of course, first define a method by which 

the simulation state variables can be reduced to single valued functions of 

time. The most obvious means of achieving this is to use either volume 

averaged or discharge centre values in place of the spatially varying profiles. 

Unfortunately, in formulating our model, the parameter termed density is 

used in both of these contexts. It is not clear, therefore, how best to interpret 

the output. Figure 5.1 indicates that the values for density which have been 

estimated by the model compare best with those measured in the centre 

of the discharge. However, as it is reasonable to expect little difference in 

qualitative behavior between the centre values and volume-averaged values 

in a single-ion, electropositive discharge, the data in this figure is potentially 

misleading. Further investigation has shown that the reduced significance of 

ion loss at the walls as the discharge becomes electronegative favors model 

comparison with volume-averaged densities (see figure 5.13). Thus, we have 

exclusively used the volume-averaged values for density in the remainder of 

this section.

It may be argued that, given the approximate nature of the global 

model, this distinction is reasonably arbitrary. However, in strongly strat

ified, electronegative discharges, the difference between the volume aver

aged density and the centre density can become appreciable. In addition, 

variation in core size leads to values which differ qualitatively as well as 

quantitatively.

While, at low pressures, the assumption of uniform charged particle 

densities is typically a poor one, the assumption of a uniform electron tem

perature has already been seen in section 4.2.4, to be a much better ap-
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proximationb. As a result, the volume averaged, and centre values for Te 

are quite similar in figure 5.1. However, as we wish to use the temperature 

which best reflects the overall discharge chemistry, we have not chosen to use 

either of these values. Instead we have opted to use the electron temperature 

extracted from the homogeneous EEDF for our comparisons.

As discussed in the preceding chapters, the addition of O2 to the parent 

gas adds greatly to the complexity of the charged species dynamics. The 

discharge becomes structured with an electronegative core region and a sur

rounding electropositive region. However, as we are not interested in testing 

the validity of gas-specific/author-specific models, we will temporarily ignore 

the occurrence of these structures here.

Figure 5.4, compares the electron properties estimated by the global 

model, assuming a Maxwellian EEDF, with those obtained from the simu

lations. As expected, both qualitative and quantitative agreement becomes 

extremely poor as pressure is increased. In contrast, figure 5.5 compares 

the simulation data with that of the model, where a variable EEDF has 

now been assumed. Once again, changing to a variable EEDF is shown to 

improve model-simulation agreement significantly.

This amiable level of qualitative agreement extends to the ion proper

ties, shown in figures 5.6, 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9. Qualitatively all features produced 

by the simulations are reproduced by the model, despite the occurrence of 

spatial structure in the limit of high O2 concentration.

Quantitative agreement appears to be marginally worse in the detachment- 

dominated electronegative limit. We do not believe this to be a reflec

tion/indication of fundamentally different detachment-dominated dynamics,

bUniform density and uniform temperature profiles are contradictory properties. A 
flat density profile suggests a spatially varying temperature profile [138], which would be 
detrimental to any zero dimensional chemistry model.
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F igure 5.4: Electron parameters as a function of gas composition and pressure.
Model assumes a Maxwellian EEDF. Simulation: —  100 m T; • • • 10 m T ; -----1
mT. Model: o 100 mT; A  10 mT; □  1 mT.

but rather an artifact of the considerably elevated negative ion temperature.

Figure 5.10 appears to suggest that the, thus far, creditable level of 

model efficacy extends to the ion Bohm flux, which one would expect to 

be a strong function of both the shape of the EEDF and the ion transport 

parameter, h. However, figure 5.11 contravenes this. In the limit of high O 2 

density, qualitative differences between the model and the simulation emerge 

in the recombination-dominated regime. This qualitative discrepancy most 

likely reflects the limitations of the ion transport model, which does not 

account for discharge structure or, indeed, the non-Maxwellian nature of 

the EEDF. In the detachment-dominated limit, however, the high negative 

ion temperature, and low negative ion density, suppress the formation of 

well defined ion-profile structures. Therefore, the qualitative agreement in 

this limit appears to be significantly improved.
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Figure 5.5: Electron parameters as a function o f gas composition and pressure.
Model assumes a variable a EEDF having the form  o f equation (5.3). Symbols/lines 
retain the identities listed under figure 5.4-

recombination-dominated detachment-dominated

Figure 5.6: A r + ion densities as a function of gas composition and pressure.
Symbols/lines retain the identities listed under figure 5.4-
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recombination-dominated detachment-dominated

Figure 5.7: 0% i°n densities as a function of gas composition and pressure.
Symbols/lines retain the identities listed under figure 5.4.

recombination-dominated detachment-dominated

Figure 5.8: O densities as a function of gas composition and pressure. Sym 
bols/lines retain the identities listed under figure 5.4-
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recombination-dominated detachment-dominated

Figure 5.9: Electronegativity, a, as a function of gas composition and pressure.
Symbols /lines retain the identities listed under figure 5,4.

recombination-dominated detachment-dominated

Figure 5.10: A r+ wall flux as a function o f gas composition and pressure. Sym
bols/lines retain the identities listed under figure 5.4.
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recombination-dominated detachment-dominated

F igure 5.11: O^ wall flux as function of gas composition and pressure. Sym 
bols/lines retain the identities listed under figure 5.4-

5.3 D iscussion

5.3.1 Electropositive M odel

Looking first at the more tractable electropositive data shown in figure 5.1, 

a significant feature is the model’s propensity to consistently underestimate 

the electron temperature and over estimate the electron density. While these 

descrepancies comprise all model approximations with respect to the simu

lations, we have found that they may be largely accounted for by explicitly 

identifying the difference between the global model parameter n, and the 

simulation parameters no (the centre density) and n (the volume average 

density).

Consider a simple electropositive single-component, atomic discharge. 

Ignoring metastables, the only electron-gas interactions are ionization, ground-
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Figure 5.12: EEDF •parameter x as a function of gas composition and pressure.
Symbols/lines retain the pressure, values indicated under figure 5-4, only now lines 
correspond to the recombination-dominated regime while symbols correspond to the 
detachment-dominated regime.
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state excitation and elastic collisions. It is convenient to continue to assume 

uniform electron temperature and neutral gas density, giving spatially in

dependent, ionization and elastic collision frequencies (vtz{Te) and vct(Te), 

respectively). Global model particle balancing then gives [1]

n u s A ^ r  =  n v i z V  (5 .1 1 )

=  ¥  ( 5 '1 2 )

while simulation particle balance gives

n o u t s A cff =  n v i z V  (5 .1 3 )

, z(Te) Tiq j4eff A.eft . .
uB(Te) ~  ft V > V   ̂ J

Thus,

model ^  (5 .1 5 )

Now, similar explicit balancing of the absorbed power leads to the global 

model balance equation

P  = SitViziiV + £.M*nV +  '-5fkBTeuRinV  + ^ [ 2  ksT c +- eVs u b tl (5 .1 6 )

giving
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n =  p ^£ iZiSiZV + £,u*V + |dfA,7}Tet/e/Vr +  ,4en- ^k BTe +  eK,J ub} (5.17)

While simulation power/energy balance leads to

P  = £izi/jznV  + £,ut nV  + ’̂ 5 f kBTcvrjn V  + A(.a \^ k BTe + eV«JuBno (5.18) 

giving

n = p{£itisizV+£*».V+~StkBTei'elV+ Atf[^k.BTe+eVs}uB1̂ }  * (5.19) 

and

n0 =  P (E iZvizV — + £ .v .V —  +  h fk B T evd V — + A j h BTe+eVa]uB } '  I. no tio 2 «o L2 J J
(5.20)

This indicates the relation

to < 7 i <  no (5.21)

contradicting figure 5.1.

In deriving this second relation we have ignored (5.15). The lower value 

of Te implicit in the global model approximation leads to correspondingly 

lower values of viz, v*, i-'c.u UB and Ks . From equation (5.17) we see that this 

will typically increase the value of n such that a simple relation between n 

and no no longer exists, and n  may well exceed no-
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Introducing the modified ion transport parameter

h'i =  ^  (5.22)
Ti>p

in place of h, in the model (where the dimensionless coefficient na+/v v  was 

obtained from the simulations), leads to the model results represented by 

hollow squares in figure 5.1.

The increased number of charged species and chemical reactions inher

ent in an electronegative discharge prohibits us from extending this analysis 

to the electronegative simulations. However, in the limit of high electroneg

ativity, volume ion/electron loss dominates wall losses (figure 5.13) and the 

ambiguity of the mode] parameter, n, is significantly lessened. Thus, one 

may expect n —* h  in this limit. Unfortunately, this limit is also associ

ated with core-halo structure formation, and so one must reconsider what 

is meant by the term n.

5.3.2 E lectronegative M odel

Consider a simple, three species, electronegative discharge with a uniform 

fixed background gas and a electronegative-electropositive core-halo struc

ture. A rigid global model chemistry scheme may be expressed as follows:

(jLfhp
V  = R-v/W'gW'c.V A fit'll j$Tlp (5.23)

V ~M =  ~  Krec v̂v)c(nv)cV- -  Ah & xi Blip (5.24)
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V ^ i  =  K ^ flcV ~ K ^ * ) c { n n)cV- -  K rec(np>c('n-n>cI7-  (5.25)

where (rc.fc)c is the volume average density of species k taken over the core 

volume only, n* is the centre density value of species k, and V_ is the volume 

of the electronegative core.

Clearly, there are two distinct expressions for the volume reaction rate, 

R, in the above scheme. When a reaction involves no negative ion species it 

is expressed as

k

while reactions involving one or more core-confined negative ions are ex

pressed as

As this model only solves for the volume average densities we must 

rewrite the terms on the rhs of equations (5.23), (5.24) and (5.25) in terms 

the volume average densities, h^, only. To do this we, once again, make the 

substitution np «  hp for the ion Bohm flux and introduce a new variable, 

Xk — (nk)c/nk- Thus, equation (5.27) becomes

With some additional assumptions/simplifications we can construct crude 

generic estimates for the variable Xk for three general cases: k is a neu

tral/electron, k is a core-confined negative ion, he is a positive ion. Profile

(5.26)

(5.27)

(5.28)
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variation within each of the two regions is still ignored.

The first case can be simply modeled by Xfc =  1- For the second case 

we simply note that, by definition,

{nk)cV . = n kV  (5.29)

which gives

Xk = ^  (5-30)

The final case is slightly more complicated, as the core and volume 

average densities are not simply related for positive ions. However, we may 

estimate the core density by assuming an ion independent value for x- Quasi

neutrality gives

^  £"<(+ >  =  £ < n i(+)>cV'-+fie0 '  -  V_) (5.31)
t i

{»*(+))« Ei<«i(+))c V  ne ( V  - V - \
-  X k {+ )  ~  X + v-> — xr V-'  — I T/ /
»*(+) E t«t(+) v-  v-  '

(5.32)

Using these simple models for x> and including the dimensionless core 

parameter V/VL as an additional input, we can explicitly incorporate core- 

halo stratification into equations (5.23), (5.24) and (5.25) leading to the 

following equation set

— — K.y/JlgTl̂  K&llTlgJIe 4* yhi^UgTlp (5.33)
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Figure 5.13: Ratio of electron surface loss frequency to total electron
loss frequency (v °ss) estimated by the global model and show as a function of gas 
composition and pressure. Symbols retain the identities listed under figure 5.4■

cLtT/ ./4-
—j£  = Kiz,ngne -  K recnpnnx+ -  y h BUBnp (5.34)

dsn
^  =  -h^attTigTie K ( \ eiT i* n n  K y ()cv .p n n x . ; (5.35)

This is identical to the elementary volume averaged formulation with an 

additional factor of x+ incorporated into the ion-ion recombination term. 

This accounts for the original observation that the global model formulation 

appears to be relatively robust when applied to structured discharges.

The effective profile difference between the single region and the two 

region volume averaged models is illustrated in figure 5.14, while the efficacy 

of the new model is shown in figures 5.15-5.21. Note, these figures compare 

the two models in the recombination-dominated limit only.
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1D Simulation Single Region Model Two Region Model

2

x [cm] x [cm]

F igure 5.14: Left: simulated density profiles. Middle: volume average model
equivalent. Right: two region model equivalent. Lines retain the identities listed 
under figure 5.4

There is a notable improvement in quantitative model-simulation agree

ment in the recombination-dominated regime. However, as predicted, there 

was little discernible change in the output of the model in the detachment- 

dominated limit, where ion-ion recombination has a negligible impact on 

chemistry. As most qualitative features have already been recovered using 

the simpler model, it is not surprising that the inclusion of spatial structure 

does not add markedly to the qualitative agreement. In contrast, assuming 

a Maxwellian EEDF while continuing to utilize the two region model once 

again renders the model ineffectual in the transitional to collisional regimes.

Figure 5.22 illustrates the relative dependence of the primary discharge 

state-variable on both x and V- ■ It is clear that qualitative and quantitative 

behavior is effected as the EEDF departs from a Maxwellian, with significant 

qualitative variation over a small range close to x =  1 , 1.2 > x > 1 .
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Figure 5.15: Electron parameters as a function of gas composition and pressure. 
Left: Classical volume averaged model; R ight: Two region model. Recombination- 
dominated simulations used for comparison as these show the greatest change in 
model efficacy (as predicted). Symbols/lines retain the identities listed under figure 
5.4.

However, it should be noted that this variation predominantly reflects 

the relationship between the EEDF parameter, x, and the rate constants, 

K j .  The non-Maxwellian amendments to equations (5.8), (5.9) and (5.10) 

do not appear to significantly enhance model fidelity. By substituting for 

these expressions with their more conventional Maxwellian formulations, 

while continuing to use the non-Maxwellian EEDF to evaluate reaction rate 

constants, it was found that the densities estimated by the model changed by 

<  5%, with little discernible loss in qualitative model-simulation agreement. 

The distortion of the ion wall flux values was notably greater (< 20%). This 

behavior is examined in more detail in Appendix D.
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Non-Structured Structured

Figure 5.16: Layout, as per figure 5.15. Compares Ar+ ion densities as a function 
of gas composition and pressure. Symbols/lines retain the identities listed under 
figure 5.If.
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Figure 5.17: Layout, as per figure 5.15. Compares ion densities as a function
o f gas composition and pressure. Sym bols/lines retain the identities listed, under
figure 5.4-
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Figure 5.18: Layout, as per figure 5.15. Compares 0~ ion densities as a function 
of gas composition and pressure-. Symbols/lines retain the identities listed under 
figure 5-4.

Non-Structured Structured

Figure 5.19: Layout, as per figure 5.15. Compares a  as a function of gas com
position and pressure. Symbols/lines retain the identities listed under figure 5-4.

StructuredNon-Structured
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Non-Structured Structured

Figure 5.20: Layout, as per figure 5.15. Comparv.s Ar+ wall flux as a function of 
gas composition and pressure. Symbols/lines retain the identities listed under figure 
5.1

Non-Structured Structured

Figure 5.21: Layout, as per figure 5.15. Compair.s 0% wall flux as as a function
o f gas composition and piv.ssure. Sym bols/lines retain the identities listed under
figure 5.4-
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Figure 5.22: Relative variation in plasma state variables as a function of the
EEDF parameter x (left), and the electronegative core fraction V/V- (right). ArjOi 
discharge: 100 mT 99 % Ar, ! % On.
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6

Conclusion

A comprehensive set of low pressure PIC-MCC simulations has been com

piled for the purpose of benchmarking. We have used this data to explore 

the validity of the most prevailing assumptions pertaining to such discharges 

and to assess the performance of some of the most prevalent analytical treat

ments and approximations. To assist in this we have compiled a rather 

extensive critique of the associated literature. We have also utilized this 

benchmark data to characterize and quantify the efficacy of the fundamen

tal global model approximations, with emphasis on modeling structured 

electronegative discharges.

6.1 E lectronegative Benchm ark Study

We noted in our introduction that it is only in recent years that a consistent 

interpretation of the long-time appreciated discharge structure has begun 

to emerge. An influential body of work [32, 38, 40, 64], which forms part 

of this emerging consensus, has been repeatedly castigated by a small, but
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very active, group of researchers [20, 52, 53, 54]. These researchers go so far 

as to accuse this work of ‘contaminating’ the literature [20] and imply its 

proliferation has contributed to the obscure nature of the subject. We have 

shown that this criticism is unjustified, does not withstand scrutiny, and is 

itself likely to have played a significantly role in obscuring the literature.

It was found that, for a given pressure and attachment rate, detachment 

dominated discharges have necessarily lower electronegativities and, in the 

limit of low pressure, have significantly greater negative ion temperatures 

(or, more correctly, kinetic energy densities). The reduced electronegativity 

and increased ion temperature also notably alters the discharge structure, 

and decreases the likelihood of positive ions attaining the local ion sound 

speed other than at the conventional sheath edge.

In the recombination dominated limit, quasi-neutrality was observed to 

fail at the abrupt transition between the electronegative and electropositive 

plasma. This produced a well defined localized double-layer structure, on 

the order of several Debye lengths thick. This space-charge layer confined 

cooler negative particles to the core and injected positive ions into the edge 

with an increased velocity. As a result, the plasma properties on either side 

of this layer are markedly different. The observed potential profiles were, in 

all cases, monotonic and the double layers consisted of a single positive and 

adjoining negative space-charge layer.

Extending the treatment of Stangeby and Allen [5], we have shown 

that satisfaction of the Bohm criterion is both a sufficient and necessary 

condition for quasi-neutrality violation in the limit of Xd / L  —* 0. However, 

in our simulations, where Xd / L  > 0, we observed that the ion speed at the 

edge of the double layer is considerably lower than the local ion sound speed.

At sufficient O2 metastable densities (0 2 (al A g)) the discharge shifts
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back towards the recombination dominated limit as the Ar  concentration is 

increased. Although there is an associated decrease in attaching gas den

sity it was found that the negative ion density may actually increase with 

increasing Ar  concentration.

The propensity for negative ions to form at all points in the discharge 

potential well, resulted in the distinct energy distributions depicted in figure

4.18. The observed increase in negative ion temperature, as the dominant 

negative ion loss mechanism is switched from recombination-dominated to 

detachment-dominated, has been attributed to the significant reduction in 

the life time of the negative ions, many of which are created in the high field 

electropositive region and destroyed before thermalising to the gas temper

ature. A simple energy balance model was constructed, supporting this fact 

and, for the first time, allowing the negative ion energy to be estimated in 

a simple manner.

Parameters such as Da+ and Z_ were found to be sensitive to the value 

of the negative ion temperature, with poor approximations ensuing from the 

popular assumption 7n =  7j> =  7g-

6.2 Survey o f the G lobal M odel A pproxim ation

The application of this benchmark data set to the study of the global model 

approximation, also yielded some interesting results. As expected, the most 

significant limitation on such models was shown to be the frequently em

ployed assumption of a Maxwellian EEDF. Significant improvement in model 

performance was obtained by adopting the non-Maxwellian modifications 

proposed in [133]. This method may be easily incorporated into existing 

global model algorithms with negligible computational cost.

The electron temperature was found to be sensitive to relatively small
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changes in the EEDF parameter, x. Changing the value of x from 1.0 

(Maxwellian) to 1.28 at 10 mT (in accordance with the simulation data) was 

seen to increase the value of Te by >  20%. Such departure from a Maxwellian 

distribution may well go unnoticed/ignored in experimental measurement.

It was found that the volume averaged chemistry approximation was 

quite robust to the formation of electronegative-electropositive discharge 

segregation. Modifying the model to account for this structure (in a volume 

averaged manner) was seen to give, at best, a modest improvement in quan

titative model efficacy only. This is further illustrated in figure 5.22, where 

the relationship between the primary discharge state-variables can be seen 

to vary both qualitatively and quantitatively as the parameter x is varied, 

while only a quantitative deviation is observed as the core fraction, V /V -  is 

increased from 1 to 10.

Finally, it is important to stress we are not advocating that efforts made 

to incorporate one-dimensional structure analysis into the global model for

mulation have been extraneous. In fact, such detailed modifications may be 

requisite when state variables are particularly sensitive to the electron-ion 

wall losses, or when one has a particular interest in modeling this prop

erty. However, bulk discharge chemistry appears to be more robust to the 

occurrence of ion profile structures than one might assume. In the limit of 

high electronegativity, where the electron density may be substantially lower 

than the plasma density, one should not expect cogent global model efficacy 

without also considering the non-Maxwellian nature of the EEDF.
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A ppendix A  

Franklin Tests
In [52], Franklin and Snell criticize the related works of Lichtenberg et al 

[32, 38, 64], Lieberman and Lichtenberg [23], and Kouznetsov et al [40, 

85], stating that, when deriving an expression for the ambipolar diffusion 

constant, Da+ (equation (2.14)), it was inconsistent to assume that both 

negative species are in thermal equilibrium

Vne _ eE  Vnn _  eE  
ne Tin k[jTe

and that the electronegative profile was fiat

a (x ) = ao 0 < x < I-  (A-2)

unless Tn — Te. As noted in section 2.2.8, this statement is true but the 

criticism is unwarranted as these authors never made the assumption o (x) =  

ao-

To stress this point, Franklin and Snell [52] devised five tests to test for 

physical consistency in limiting cases. Without demonstration, they simply 

conclude by noting that the expression derived in [38] fails all but one of 

these tests.

We will show below that this is not the case. We will not be us

ing equation (2.14), however, as this has the additional assumptions that 

l‘n jMe, Vp/Me ^  1 and 7n ~  7p- Starting instead with equation (2.12) and 

dividing the top and bottom by gives
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ci i „ Mn \ i Mp 11 i 'i VTie Mp /  ̂Dn Vn
P  r  l ( 1 + a i z ) + 7 . { 1 + a )D ; ^ ; + 7 ^ + a ) -DP ^ , , . . , ,
B ”+ “  Di -------------------- 1 + „ & + ( i + 0 ) £e---------------------> (A-3)

Me Mn

Assuming, both negative species are in thermal equilibrium

hi

lJL |

Vn„ 7 ne
—— = I n — — (A-4)Tle

and zero current

Vnp =  V ?in + Vne (A-5)

we may derive the following relations for the density gradients

Vne 1 Vn„ 7n.a-
Vnp 1 + 7na  V??,e 1 -f 7na

wliile the Einstein relation becomes

(A-6)

■̂ e Me Dn  7p / a
“  7pMn “  7« Mp 1 ^

Substituting (A-6) and (A-7) into (A-3) gives

D"+ = n ” — : / y » - ^ 7 , ---------  <*-*>I. H -----q + —  (1+ a)  J
Me Me
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Tests

1. when a — 0 the standard result is recovered; 

Setting a  = 0 gives

D — D  * 1
+ /,p/Me

=  Dpl+ J ts £ * lp £ £ .  (A . 9 )
I ~\~ ftp/fie

n fie^p  + H*pDe — Up j
fie + Up

=> passed

2 . if we interchange the subscripts e and n  and then replace c*o by 1 /ao 

the expression remains the same;

Substitutions

fin * fie 

fie * fin 

fip  * fip  

a —* 1 /a  

7n * I /  7ft 

7P “ > 7p/7n

give

(A-10)
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Da+ — Dp <

passed

1 +  t i l  +  (! +  l/Qi)7p/7n +  fie (1 +  l / a )7p/(7n ~~ <*) 
ftn a  l  +  l/ 7 „ g  fin 1 +  l/yna  )

i  +  £ . 1  + f b ( 1  +  J
fin d  (In \  OtJ

(A -ll)

3. in the limit ao ^  oo we find the corresponding expression to ao —* 0 

vrith n  replacing e;

lim Da+ Dp
a—*00

— Dr

l - h i / f i e  +  I b i ' i p / f i e 'T u  

f t n / f t e “1' ftp /f te

' l + T J T p

1 +  f t y / f t n  .

(A-12)

replace n  with e in (A-8)

lim Da+ = Dp - - 1 - >  -  
®—*0 ^ p l+ f i p/n c

passed

(A -13)

4 . if then we set fin —  ftp ~  fti and T n  — Tv =  Ti then F  =  —V n  • / j  -,Ti 

and E  =  0;

Making the appropriate substitutions in (A-12), it can easily be shown 

to give Da+ = D{ = inTi.

Next, combining the drift diffusion equations for positive ions, negative 

ions, and electrons, we may solve for E, yielding

E = -
V n c De +  atDn -  (a  -j 1 )DP 
ne i.ie + a/in +  (« +  1) ft,,

(A-14)
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which clearly approaches zero in the limit a  —» oo when /.in — ftp =  fti 

and Tn = Tp = T{.

=> passed

5. if all types of particles have the same mobility and temperature fi and 

T then T =  — Vn • fiT independent of ao;

Substituting

fte — ftp — ftn — ft■ (A-15)

Te = Tp = Tn = T (A-16)

=► lp  =  In  =  1 (A-17)

into (A-14), one immediately finds that E  = 0.

Making the same substitutions in (A-8) gives

=$■ passed
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A ppendix B  

Core Size Estim ation
As discussed in section [60], we may estimate the size of the electroneg

ative core by integrating the negative ion continuity equation, assuming a 

characteristic negative ion profile shape and utilizing the boundary condi

tion of vanishing flux. In figures B-2, B-3, B-4 and B-5 we have plotted the 

core size estimates obtained assuming the profile shapes discussed earlier.

Figure B-4 clearly stands out as being the only figure without a full 

range of solutions. The core size estimates shown in this figure have been 

generated by assuming a truncated parabolic profile and using equation 

(4.13) to approximate the scale-length I. In fact only handful of solutions 

have been found. In all other cases we find there is no solution to (4.13) 

within the domain £_ < Z < oo. Examining the limits of this domain, we 

find that an acceptable solution to equation (4.13) only exists if

< Da+ < oo (B-l)
la  o

However, this is not a damning observation. In most cases where a solution 

was not found quasi-neutrality was either preserved, or only marginally vio

lated, at the core-halo transition point. Unfortunately, where solutions are 

obtained, agreement between the analysis and the simulation is marginal.

In the three pure O2 simulations, a solution was found, albeit only 

at the lower limit the solution domain in the 100 mT simulation (i.e. I = 

Z_). The non-existence of solutions in the limit of high Ar concentration 

with moderate quasi-neutrality violation may also reflect the rather ad hoc 

extension of this theory to the limit of multiple positive ions.
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recombination-dominated detachment-dominated

Figure B-l: Approximated core size extracted from the simulation shown as a
function of gas composition and pressure.

recombination-dominated detachment-dominated

Figure B-2: Core size estimated using equation (4-18) assuming a top had nega
tive ion profile and a parabolic electron edge, profile.
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recombination-dominated detachment-dominated

Figure B-3: Core size estimated using equation (4-18) assuming a parabolic
negative ion profile and a parabolic electron edge profile.

recombination-dominated detachment-dominated
1

____ 1 nn mT
1

i uu m i
......... 10 mT

0.8 --------1 mT : 0.8

0.6 0.6
_Q.
_1

0.4 0.4

0.2
// 0.2

n n
10"' 10“ 10 10“

N /N
° *  9

Figure B-4: Core size estimated using equation (4-18) assuming a truncated
parabola with I estimated using equation (4- IS). Note only a limit number of solu
tions exist. Solution for pure O2 recombination dominated exists, but gives /_ ~  I, 
•which gives a estimate for l- / lp > 1 (see figure B-3).
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recombination-dominated detachment-dominated

Figure B-5: Core size estimated using equation (4-18) assuming
parabola, with I estimated using equation (4-27).

truncated
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A ppendix C

Ion Transport Param eter  

Godyak and M aksimov 1977

Godyak and Maksimov [44] constructed a simple one-dimensional two-species, 

quasi-neutral, electropositive, steady-state plasma fluid model with finite ion 

inertia effects assuming a constant ion mean free path. Electron-ion pairs 

are generated by single step ionization processes in the bulk and destroyed 

by recombination at the walls. This model had a particular advantage over 

the classical Schottky theory of the positive column, in that the density at 

the edge of the quasi-neutral plasma could be determined self-consistentlya. 

The base equations for this model were

d (C-l)— nv = zn  
dx

(C-2)

(C-3)

with the radial boundary conditions

0(0) =  E{ 0) =  0 (C-4)

(0-5)

Analytically solving the above system of equations (with some addi- 

“In the classical Schottky theory the edge density is a boundary condition.
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tional approximations) and heuristically matching the solution to the low

pressure Langmuir solution, Godyak and Maksimov obtained the following 

expressions for the edge to centre density ratios in planar and radial coor

dinates respectively

Lee et al. 1994

Utilizing the one dimensional high pressure electronegative discharge analy

sis of Lichtenberg et al. [38], Lee and Lieberman [43] obtained an expression 

for hiji for a structured electronegative plasma. Heuristically matching this

fusion equivalents), they constructed general expressions for h which, they 

claimed, could be used for transitions from low to high pressure and from 

electropositive to electronegative regimes. However, implicit in their anal

ysis is the assumption that the negative ion density is sufficiently low such 

that Da+ ~  7 +D+ in the coreb. The expressions obtained were

(C-6)

(C-7)

expression with those of Godyak and Maksimov (and their high pressure dif-

l  +  2ao/7+ 0.860.86
(C-8)

1 +  ao [3 +  {lp/Xi) +  (0.8 6 lpuB/TT'y+D) 2]1/2

l +  2a0/ 7 + 0.800.80
1 +  a 0 [4 +  (R/\i) +  { 0 .8 0 i? u 1J/2 .4 0 5 J i ( 2 .4 0 5 ) 7 + D } 2]1/2

(C-9)

bThe distinction between 7 + and 7 _ was not made in the original work of Lee and 
Lieberman.
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K ouznetsov et al. 1996

Shortly after the work of Lee and Lieberman, Kouznetsov et al. [40] derived 

a new expression for h in their extended treatment of the one dimensional 

electronegative discharge analysis. They noted that, at low pressure, the 

electropositive edge plasma in a planar discharge could be viewed as being 

equivalent to the electropositive plasma modeled by Godyak and Maksimov

[44] with a finite wall directed ion flux (ions ejected from the core) at the 

centre/zero coordinate. They were then able to obtain an expression for hi 

in terms of the velocity of the positive ions at the edge region

where

wo=Uin/u Bo (C-ll)

a = (C-12)
TTUb Q

When the transition from electronegative core to electropositive edge 

occurs without the ions reaching the local ion sound speed, the ion flux at 

the core edge was approximated by the ambipolar expression

Tin »  - (C-13)

where I is the length scale characterizing the parabolic negative ion profile

(in this limit, I = the core length). Equations (C-10)-(C-13) can be

solved iteratively with the following equation for
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1 ,  /  (a1//3 +  l)3 \ 1  ̂ ( 2  - a 1/3
— In I --------------) H----- -= arctan
6 \  a + 1  J y /i' V V3’a1/'3 .

.ijnf l-a',3 + wf ) -  (0-14)
6 V a +  w3 /  V v ^ a 1/3

_  7T(£p — £-) ^2/3

When the transition from electronegative core to electropositive edge 

occurs with the ions reaching the local ion sound speed, I is no longer the 

same as I-  and an additional equation is needed. In this case the injected 

flux becomes

Tin «  2Da+Tl (C-15)

and the additional equation is obtained by combining quasi-neutrality and 

flux conservation with the assumption of a flat core electron profile

2 ?a+a_aneoL- = +  ( c . 1 6 )

where a_  is the electronegativity at the point where the local Bohm criterion 

is violated, and UB{a) is the ion sound speed as a function of a. From the 

assumption of a truncated parabolic profile

a _ = a o ( l - ^ )  (C-17)

Note that the above expressions for h relate the electropositive edge ion 

density to the core edge ion density, and not the discharge centre density. If 

one does not solve for the ion densities at the transition point, one may still 

utilize this expression approximately by multiplying by an additional factor

of r f e -
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K im  e t al. 2006

Kim et al. [45, 46] identified three distinct ion profiles for a one dimensional 

planar electronegative discharge

1. parabolic-profile core witli low pressure electropositive edge;

2. one-region electronegative plasma with parabolic-profile;

3. one-region electronegative plasma with flat profile.

An additional two-region flat-topped core profile was also identified, but is 

incorporated in the transition between regions 1 and 3, above. According to

[64] these regimes correspond to the following regions of parameters space, 

respectively

1. low pressure, moderately high neo, moderate ao;

2. low to high pressure, low %o, high ao;

3. high pressure, moderately high n co, moderately high ao.

The parameter space in which the positive ions may reach their local ion 

sound speed within the plasma (low/high pressure, moderately low n eo, 

moderately high ao) is not considered.

Utilizing the one dimensional analysis of [64], approximate expressions 

for h in each of these regimes were derived, yielding [45]

0.86 1 (C-18)

(C-19)
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(C-20)

where

2 T+ (C-21)
V T+ + T -

56 V Trmj
1 5 /8er+ \ ‘/2 r]2 (C-22)

Equations (C-18), (C-19) and (C-20) were patched together heuristi- 

cally, utilizing the linear ansatz

This approximation for hi is expected to cover a reasonable volume of 

parameter space, with significant exceptions being the internal ion shock 

regime (identified above) and the highly electronegative regime, for which 

the wall sheath potential collapses and negative ions may reach reach the 

walls.

Comparison

Figure C-l compares the positive ion edge densities obtained from the bench

mark 0 2 ( /0 '2(a1 A g)) PIC simulation with those estimated using equations 

(C-8), (C-10) and (C-23), The centre electronegativity and plasma density 

are extracted directly from the simulation, while A, is estimated from the 

chemistry data using

hi — hia + hb +  hc (C-23)

Ai =
1

(C-24)
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Recombination Dominated 
3

Detachment Dominated

P [mT]

Figure C-l: Graph comparing the positive ion wall fluxes obtained from the O2

PIC simulations with fluxes estimated using equations (C-8), (C-10) and (C-23) 
and the values in table C-l.

The relevant data is shown in table C-l.

Somewhat surprisingly, the original expression derived by Lee et al 

in 1994 appears to perform well over the extended parameter space. This 

result, however, is misleading.

As stated earlier, Lee’s result was derived under the assumption of very 

low electronegativity. Our recombination-dominated simulations clearly do 

not correspond to this limit. However, the resulting error beguilingly pro

duces the perceived model efficacy0.

The, significantly more complex, formulation of Kouznetsov et al pro

duces reasonable estimates at higher pressure, but significantly overesti

mates r n+ at low pressure. This is not surprising, as Kouznetzov’s expres- 
2

cNote the 2ao /7+  term in equations (C-8) and (C-9). This term, which originates from 
the assumption ao "C 1, constitutes a significant perturbation in the highly electronegative 
recombination-dominated simulations.
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Recombination Dominated 
3

Detachment Dominated

P [mT]

Figure C -2 : Graph comparing the positive ion wall fluxes obtained from the O 2
PIC  simulations with fluxes estimated using equations (C-8), (C-10) and (C-23) 
and the common assumption 7 _ «  74- «  79.

sion was derived in the limit of diffusion-dominated ion dynamics, and is 

not matched to the low pressure Langmuir limit.

It should also be noted that Kouznetsovs’ expression is quite sensitive 

to the value of the EEDF parameter x, due to the dependence of V{z on 

x (see table C-l). Failing to account for change in a with the parameter 

x, causes hi to be significantly overestimated in the limit of high pressure 

(where hi —> a1/3).

Finally, the most recently published approximation for hi, that of Kim 

et al, is seen to produce a satisfactory level of agreement in the detachment- 

dominated limit. However, the model appears to consistently overestimate 

the ion wall flux, most notably in the highly electronegative limit of the 

recombination-dominated simulations. This is feature is also not so surpris

ing when one recalls that Kim’s formulation does not incorporate the region
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p ne0 ao 7+ 7 - Te X Ip I Aj Viz
mT 1015 7 7 l~ 3 10~3 10“ 3 eV 105 s- 1

1 0.25 7.2 3.1 11.6 7.01 1.00 0.805 1.17 (1.17)
10 0.45 17.2 7.4 11.5 3.23 1.00 8.050 0.64 (0.64)
100 0.47 49.9 7.5 8.7 3.21 1.45 80.500 2.09 (6.26)

1 0.28 0.61 4.5 93.7 4.91 1.00 0.809 0.83 (0.83)
10 0.63 0.38 8.8 141.2 2.62 1.07 8.090 0.49 (0.61)
100 1.04 0.23 9.8 213.1 2.44 1.86 80.900 0.23 (4.13)

Table C-l: Values extracted from the simulations and used in the calculations
in this section. The values in the brackets correspond to the values ViZ obtained 
assuming a Maxwellian distribution.

of parameter space in which ion shock fronts are formed.

Note that in figure C-l we have used the values of 7+ and 7_ extracted 

from the simulation and shown in table C-l. In figure C-2 we present the 

same data only instead utilizing the common assumption 7_ «  7+ w 7g.

Ansatz Formulation

Implicit in the linear ansatz proposed by Kim et al. is the assumption that 

the three approximations for hi fall-off/build-up in the transitional regions 

of parameter space, in such a way as their sum remains a reasonable estimate 

of the actual value. In our recombination-dominated simulations, it appears 

as though this, unfounded, assumption fails. The following, more general 

ansatz has therefore been proposed [139]

hi «  (K  + hxb + K f ' x (C-25)

where a; is a value > 1. For x > 1, this ansatz ascribes greater weight to the 

largest approximation of h. Figures C-l and C-3 suggest a value for x  greater 

than 1. Considering integer values only, the terse investigation in figure C-4
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Recombination Dominated Detachment Dominated
2 r

Figure C-3: Linear ansatz of Kim et al [45].

indicates that a value of x «  2 represents a reasonable coanpromise between 

qualitative and quantitative model-simulation agreement.

Note: ha(T.)

Finally, we have thus far neglected to mention that, in order to attain a 

reasonable level of model simulation agreement, we have been forced to set 

r/ ~  1 in equation (C-l8), Figure C-5 shows the results obtained without 

this modification.

Curiously, (C-18) implies that, in the limit of medium to high pressures 

and very low electronegativity («o —» 0), a negligible density of negative 

ions may continue to have a significant effect on the discharge dynamics if 

T_ »  T+.
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Recombination Dominated Detachment Dominated

P [mT] p [mT]

Figure C-4: Investigation of a more general ansatz having the form of (C-25).

Recombination Dominated Detachment Dominated

P [mT] p [mT]

Figure C-5: K im  ansatz with x =  2 and r/ 1 in ( C-18).
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A ppendix D  

Scaling W ith  EED F Param eter x
A simple low-pressure Ar  global model, which may be solved analyti

cally for Te and neo, is constructed in [23] (section 10.2). In this appendix we 

shall extend this model by examining its settling with the EEDF parameter 

x. The resulting expressions for Te and neo are, respectively,:

Kjz(Tc, x) _  2Acf f  CD-1'1
w b ( T c , x )  ngirH2L

ne0(Te,x) eUR{TeX)^ f£T{TeX) (O '2)

where £r  is the total energy lost per electron-ion pair recombining at the 

walls, and is given by:

£t  — £c + £ie (D-3)

where

Ki~£c fa Kiz£iz H" K*£+ + K**£*» 4- K(.iSeikjjTe (D-4)

K iz(Te,x) Scaling

Bearing in mind the observation in section 5.3.2, that the global model 

scaling with x appeal's to be dominated by it’s effect on the reaction rate 

coefficients, we shall first endeavor to establish a general appreciation for 

the scaling of the rate coefficient Kiz(Te,x), where:

rOO
K ie{T e ,x )=  /  a(£)v(£)f{£;Te,x)d£  (D-5)

J£iz
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Figure D-l shows how f(£ ;T e,x) varies with x. We see that for given 

values of Te and x (> 1) there exists a lower bounded domain, {£crit(Te,x), 00} 

in energy space, defined by f(£ ; Te,x  > 1) < f(£ ;T e,x  =  1) V£ > £cnt(Te, x). 

If £crit(Te,x) < £iZ the following inequality must therefore be satisfied:

K iz(Te,x > 1) < K iz(Te,x = 1) (D-6)

regardless of the shape of the function cr(e). It can be shown that £crit(Te, x) =  

g(x)Te, where g(x) is some function of x onlyd. Therefore, if Te < £iz/g(x) 

the above inequality most be satisfied. For x > 1.1, g(x) ~  3.

As Te begins to exceed £iz/g(x) one may reasonably expect the in

equality (D-6) to continue to be satisfied (though it will no longer be a 

mathematical certainty). For most physically reasonable cross sections6 and 

temperatures, v(£)f(£-,Te,x ) will exceed v (£ )f(£ \T e\ 1) over most of the 

domain where <JiZ{£) is an increasing /  approximately-constant (slowly de

creasing) function of £. K iz (Te, x > 1) will therefore continue to exceed 

K iZ(Te, x =  1) until one approaches relatively large values of Te.

Moreover, the same arguments apply to any two values of x, x i and X2, 

where X2 > xi > 1 , giving

K iz(Te,x2) < K iz(Te,x 1) (D-7)

and so, we conclude that K iz(Te, x) is a decreasing function of x for physically

dTo prove this, one must construct a relationship between two energy distributions 
having the same arbitrary value of x  but having different values of Te, Te 1 and Tb2. This 
relationship has been found to be f ( £ \ T e l ,x)  =  (3f (p£\Te2,x) ,  where /3 =  Tei / T ei. The 
two distributions are, therefore, related by a vertical (first /?) and horizontal (second f3) 
stretching/compressing which is directly proportional to /? and independent of x. Thus, 
two distributions having different x  will scale identically with change in Te and the rela
tionship between Te and they’re points of intersection will remain fixed.

“Typically, aiZ(£)  increases over an extended region starting from 0 at £  — £iZ, after 
which it peaks and finally decreases slowly with an approximate ln (£ ) /£  dependence [23],
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e [eV] e [eV]

Figure D -l: Variation of the energy distribution function defined by equation
(5.3) xuith x and Te. Note that the second point of intersection between these curves 
is approximately independent of x, and above this point f e(£\Te, 1) > f e(£\Te, 2) > 
/ e(£;Te,3). Top-left: Te =  2eV; Top-right: Te = 4eV; Bottom-left: Te = 
GeV; Bottom-right: Te = 8 eV.

reasonable values of Te.

Note that, in an argon discharge all ground state excitations have a 

relatively large threshold energy and so the same arguments may be applied 

to infer a similar scaling of /<* (Te, x) and K **(Te, x) with x (but with a lower 

hypothesized limiting value of Te). For reactions having small (relative to 

Te) or zero threshold energies (such as K ei) these arguments are no longer 

validf.

O b se rv ed  Scaling

Using the electron neutral cross section data referenced in table 3.1 

(and illustrated in figure D-2), we may examine in more detail the scaling of 

fCorresponding the limit of large Te.
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Figure D-2: Electron-neutral cross sections referenced in table 3.1 for an argon 
discharge.

the x dependent parameters in equations (D-l) and (D-2). These scalings 

are depicted in figures D-3, D-4 and D-5.

As predicted, we see that Kiz(Te,x), K*(Te,x), and .K**(Te,x) are all 

decreasing functions x. The rate at which these reaction rate coefficients 

decrease scales inversely with Te and is approximately exponential in x.

It is clear from equations (5.8) and (5.10) that the relative change in the 

Bohm velocity, ub, and the electron temperature coefficient in the expression 

for Sie are independent of Te. Surprisingly, however, the relative change in 

the value of the sheath voltage, Vs, with x (given by equation (5.9)) also 

appears to be independent of Te. This leads to the scaling depicted in figure 

D-4.

Finally, the scaling of the combined parameters Kiz (Te, x)/u b  (Te, x) 

and uB(Te, x)£x(Te) x) are shown in figure D-5. We see that the first of
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Figure D-3: Relative variation in reaction rate constants with Te and x where
XaCTe,*) = Ka{T6,x)/K a[%tX = 1).

Figure D-4: Relative variation in additional parameters of interest with Te and
x where x h&s been defined in figure D-3. Note., SlC! 7'K indicates the x dependent Te 
coefficient in equation 5.10.
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Figure D-5: Relative variation the Ills of equation (D-l) and the denominator in 
equation (D-2).

these, K lz(Te, x )/ue(T e, x), is an increasing function of Te and a decreas

ing function of x. Thus, for a  given geometry and pressure, Te will be an 

increasing function of x, increasing more rapidly at lower values of Te.

In contrast, the denominator on the rhs of equation (D-2) is found to be 

an exponentially increasing function x at low values of T(. and approximately 

constant at larger values. This can be understood by examining equations 

(D-3), (D-4) and the scaling in figures D-3 and D-4. At very low values of 

Te,£ c may be approximated by:

m )

where A'cj(Te,x) »  K lz(Te. x), and Kiz(Tc, x) is an exponentially decreasing 

function of x. The expression for &r is dominated by £c in this regime, and 

is therefore a sensitive (exponentially increasing) function of x. As Te is
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increased, Kci(Tc, x) remains approximately constant, Kiz(Te,x) increases 

exponentially and becomes less sensitive to x, while £{c increases linearly. 

At very large values of Te, therefore, the rhs of (D-3) is dominated by £ie, 

and £y decreases with x. This decrease will be offset by the similar rate 

of increase of ujj(Te, x) with x and so the denominator in (D-2) becomes 

approximately independent of the parameter x.

We conclude, therefore, that for a given geometry, pressure and value 

of Pabsi moving from from a Maxwellian EEDF toward a Druyvesteyn-like 

EEDF will increase Tc and decrease neo- The relative change in these pa

rameters will be greatest at lower electron temperatures (higher pressures), 

with wco becoming particularly sensitive to the EEDF parameter x in this 

regime.
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A ppendix E 

The M obility-L im ited Bohm  Criterion
Equation (1.51) may be rewritten with an equality in place of the in

equality to give the following expression for the ion Bohm speeds in a multi

ion electropositive plasma

where Np is the total number of positive ions in the discharge, Zj is the 

ion charge number, and s denotes the quasi-neutral plasma edge. It has 

been assumed that m.jUja ksT j Vj (which limits (E-1) to electropositive 

discharges only).

This equation may be solved for the individual ion Bohm speeds, u,-s, 

yielding the following implicit expression

When /ie 2> /i; and Te »  TJ, the pressure gradient term in the mobil

ity diffusion equation is small compared to the mobility term. The motion 

therefore becomes “mobility-limited” and the ion velocities may be approx

imated as follows [23]

(E-1)

(E-2)Np

(E-3)

Equation (E-2) may therefore be expressed explicitly in this limit, yielding
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j (E-4)

3

This expression is valid at pressures where the ion thermal velocity 

determines the time between collisions and a constant-mobility may be as

sumed. At lower pressures it is the ion drift velocity, and not the ion thermal 

velocity, which characterizes the the ion-neutral collisions, and so we must 

utilize the variable-mobility approximation [23]

giving the one-dimensional scalar relation

where u, || E  is assumed. Now, substituting (E-6) into (E-2) gives the fol

lowing explicit expression the normalized ion velocities satisfying the Bolnn 

criterion

(E-6)
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2 V'"' 2 21
+  2_> zi ni * T T

u% « -------------------------^ ---—  (^ 7 )

j

Note the particularly elegant form (E-7) attains in the commonly en

countered case of a plasma containing two singly-charged positive ions

n i s  +  U 2s

„ g  =  ! ^ L ± ^  OMjl
Tils +  n'2s

We may extend this analysis to electronegative plasmas having Nn neg

ative ions in thermal equilibrium with the electric field by simply modifying 

the rhs of equation (E-1) as follows

£  zj nis nes (  ^  \

where 7^  = kftTea/ksT^  and a MS = rijl3/ n cs. Thus, one need only replace 

the summation in the denominator of (E-2), (E-4) and (E-7) with

nes ( 1 +  "fksCXks ) (E-11)
k

Comparison w ith Sim ulation

The multi-ion plasmas investigated in this work are, by design, elec

tronegative. However, field penetration at the sheath edge insures that the 

negative ion densities are negligible at the plasma-slieath interface. We may 

therefore use these simulations to investigate the validity of (E-7). Figures
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E-1, E-2, E-3, E-4. E-5 and E-6 constitute this investigation with u[ and u" 

denoting the normalized velocities

where all variables (with the exception of \  are extracted directly from the 

simulations.

At very low pressures (1 mT), we see that u'A + (x) and u ' +(x) both
2

approach unity at approximately the same point. Thus, as predicted, each 

ion attains it’s individual sound speed at a single point, where the Bohm 

criterion is satisfied. However, we see that as pressure increases this solution 

becomes a poor approximation. Instead, it is the values of u" which begin 

to approach one close to the same point.

It should be noted that A Ar and, to a lesser extent, A o2 are poorly 

estimated in the limit of high O2 and high Ar gas fractions, respectively. 

This is due to the fact that cross-section data is not provided for the A r+—O2 

and O f — Ar  collisions (see table 3.3). Instead a  (which is used to estimate 

Xi) must be estimated from the value of the rate constant. It is the minority 

ion which is most sensitive to errors in the value of A j.

Transitional Approxim ation

In between the collisionless and mobility-limited regimes the ion veloc

ity may be obtained by solving the following differential equation

(E-12)

and

j
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1 mT; Rec Dom

x [cm] x [cm]

Figure E-1 : Normalized ion velocities obtained from the Ar/O2 PIC simulations. 
Top-to-Bottom: n>ir /noa =, 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.11 , 1.0. Left; Right:

The solid blue line corresponds to the C)£ ion, while the dashed green line 
corresponds to the Ar+ ion. When both velocities approach 1 at the same point, 
they coirespond to a valid, solution of the multiple-ion Bohm criterion.
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3“  1

=i“ 1

=r 1

=r 1

10 mT; Rec Dorn 

d- 1

4.5 
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_  /
1

- r  1

zT 1

4.5 
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Figure E-2 : Normalized ion velocities obtained Jrom the A r /O i P IC  simulations. 
See figure E-1.

=r 1

4.5 
x [cm]

100 mT; Rec Dom

V  1

- r  1

3- 1

1

4.5 
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F igure E-3: Normalized ion velocities obtained from  the A r jO 2 P IC  simulations. 
See figure E-1.
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1 mT; Det Dorn

x [cm] x [cm]

Figure E-4: Normalized ion velocities obtained from the Ar/O 2,/(^ (a1 A,g) PIC
simulations. See figure E-1 .

10 mT; Det Dom

x [cm] x [cm]

Figure E-5: Normalized ion velocities obtained from the A r/0 2 / 0 2 (a1 A g) PIC
simulations. See figure E-1.
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3~ 1

4.5 
x [cm]

100 mT; Det Dom

3“  1

3“  1

=r 1

4.5 
x [cm]

Figure E-6: Normalized ion velocities obtained from the A r/O i/O ^a 1 Ag) PIC 
simulations. See figure E-1.

Ui ■ V u , =  ZieE — mnVjniUi (E-14)

The non-linear nature of this equation (which must be coupled the the ap

propriate continuity and Boltzmann equations) prevents us from obtaining 

a simple analytical solution in the transitional regime. However, assuming 

a smooth transition, one may construct a simple empirical formula which 

approaches the the collisionless and mobility-limited solutions in the limits 

\i/lp  »  1 and Xi/lp -C 1, respectively. We propose the following empirical 

modification to equation (E-7)
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1 mT; Det Dorn

4 4.5 5 4 4.5 5
x [cm] x [cm]

Figure E-7: Normalized ion velocities obtained from  the A rjO o P IC  simulations. 
T op -t.o -B ottom / Left: Same as figure E-1. R ight: ion velocity normalized to 
the empirical formulation given in equation E-15 with (3 = 2.

Np
zi n is +  ^ 2  ZjUja

Ai Zi

N v
(E-15)

where A * =  A i)/N + and fi is an arbitrary dimensionless fitting parameter.

Our simulations suggest a choice of (5 «  2-3. This empirical approximation 

to the low-pressure Bohm criterion is examined (with 0  =  2) in figures 

E-7-E-12.
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Figure E-8: Normalized ion velocities obtained from  the A r  jO 2 P IG  simulations. 
See figure E-7.
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Figure E-9: Normalized ion velocities obtained from the A r /O 2 P IC  simulations. 
See figure E-7.
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1 mT; Rec Dorn

4 4.5 5 4 4.5 5
x [cm] x [cm]

Figure E-10: Normalized ion velocities obtained from the A r /O z /O ^ a }  As ) PIC  
simulations. See figure E-7.
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Figure E-11: Normalized ion velocities obtained from  the Ar/O z/O ita^-A g) PIC  
simulations. See figure E-7.
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Figure E-12: Normalized ion velocities obtained from  the A r /O z /O ^ a }  As ) PIC  
simulations. See figure E-7.
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